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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Printed Radio Frequency Electronics: Achieving High Performance Using Additive 

Manufacturing 

 

by  

 

Eva Sophia Rosker 

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2021 

Professor Mark Goorsky, Chair 

 

Throughout the past decade, the field of printed electronics has seen a rapid expansion in the 

available materials and tooling capabilities. The drive for functional passive device components 

that retain the flexibility of three-dimensional design is underscored by the need for materials that 

are competitive with those found in conventional processing techniques. Presently, most inks and 

resins used in additive manufacturing suffer from poor performance due to inherent materials 

flaws and are not suitable for the next generation of high performance devices in their current 

state. The inability to be competitive with traditionally processed materials precludes many 

interesting and novel device designs from becoming fully realized within arenas such as advanced 

RF circuit design, electronics packaging, and aerospace. At its core, the successful 

implementation of additive manufacturing within a diverse array of industries has become a 
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materials problem. The aim of this dissertation is twofold: to present the challenges associated 

with additive manufacturing for high performance RF passive devices and to elucidate the 

approaches necessary to achieve success. The most ubiquitous method for printing metal 

components to date is to use nanoparticle-based inks; I first discuss a systematic study of the 

microstructural evolution of these materials as a result of thermal annealing, which elucidates the 

extent to which processing is required to see significant changes to the internal grain distribution. 

In the following chapter I delve into an alternative method of metallization, printed reactive metal 

inks. Here, I develop a predictive multiscale electronic transport model which correlates 

microstructure to measured conductivity and identifies a strategy to approach the practical 

conductivity limit for printed metals. Next, I characterize reactive silver ink up to 20 GHz and 

extract the fundamental insertion loss of the metal via bisect de-embedding. Comparison against 

models and conventional plated copper yields virtually identical levels of loss, which is highly 

promising for long-term adoption of this method. Finally, I apply this technique to fully-3D printed 

architectures in the form of a band-stop filter that demonstrates unique characteristics owing to 

its 3D shape. Combined, this dissertation serves to reveal the materials science fundamentals 

within additive device design, processing, characterization and that are necessary for higher 

performance and could impact the aerospace and communications industries in a significant way 

for years to come. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM) has seen an explosion of tooling within the past decade, which has 

gone from large prototyping houses to consumer-friendly benchtop models and engineering grade 

tool sets. This has enabled greater ease of access to produce interesting functional components 

[1], [2]. AM is capable of selective deposition of materials with high resolution on any flat, 

conformal, or flexible surface. This printing methods is highly attractive because traditional 

fabrication required for radio frequency (RF) circuitry and electronics can be eliminated, while 

allowing for direct digital manufacturing of arbitrarily complex objects [3]–[6]. RF component 

design simulations reduced to fabrication can be an iterative process to refine, thus making 

printing methods ideal because they enable rapid prototyping and testing cycles. A large number 

of publications to date have demonstrated low cost, low performance printed RF passive 

components fabricated by AM processes that may impact the consumer market [7]–

[10]. However, a considerable amount of research is still required to unlock the technological 

potential for printing, especially on high performance components including lumped elements 

(inductors, capacitors), antennas, transmission lines, and interconnects, which are based on 

metal-dielectric or all-dielectric building blocks, especially for conformal and flexible surfaces. 

Reliable and high performing printed RF passives are within reach, although printed counterparts 

for active RF electronic circuits including inorganic transistors are still very much in their infancy 

[11]. Passive components can now be partially or fully fabricated with a number of different AM 

techniques (fused deposition modeling, stereolithography, digital light printing, inkjet, and aerosol 

jet) and manufacturable at scale with roll-to-roll, Gravure, and screen printing. With the recent 

advent of multi-material direct-write tooling, both metals and dielectrics may be printed 

concurrently whereas previously these processes were decoupled to first additively manufacture 
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a dielectric and then subsequently use  a separate technique for metallization. Advancements in 

printing technologies and processes will enable an entirely new class of fully 3D printed 

components on conformal surfaces that are not constrained to 2- or 2.5-D. 

 

The goal of this dissertation is to understand and demonstrate printed, highly functional 

components with DC and RF properties near their bulk or non-AM counterparts while adding a 

degree of functionality that cannot be obtained with their planar counterparts. Achieving these 

bulk-like materials properties will enable a wide application space, but at present there are severe 

limits on which precursor materials are available to print and how well these functionally printed 

materials perform. Reliability is also a concern as these printed parts could potentially see 

extreme environments within the aerospace industry [12]. It becomes increasingly critical to 

understand the systemic effects of and controlling both the nanostructure, microstructure, and 

topology of printed materials while expanding the toolbox of materials available to print. While the 

problem statement is simple to define, the execution is complex and rigorous. If successful, a new 

arena in high performing antenna materials and processes with disruptively fast turnaround times 

will be unlocked, impacting the aerospace and communications industries in a major way for years 

to come. 
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Figure 1.1. Methodology to obtain desired high performing RF components. Beginning with the 

initial RF component design, tailor the ink and resin chemistry around the required performance. 

Next, determine printing method(s) that would ideally have in-line metrology for surface profiles. 

The post-print processing is key and needs to be compatible with materials chosen and end 

properties desired. Testing or characterization validates the initial design [9], [13]–[19]. 

 

Figure 1.1 depicts an approach to understand the initial component designs and simulated 

performance design trades (such as S-parameters) and then work towards achieving this by 

tailoring materials properties. For devices requiring near-bulk metal conductivity, the choice of 

solvents, ligand chemistry, and surfactants to prevent agglomeration need to be chosen 

accordingly. Dielectric properties such as ε and tanδ affect loss. If the design requires, one can 

utilize one or more printing methods with in-line metrology to understand surface profiles and 

roughness, then perform any necessary post-process sintering, curing, and characterization of 
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the final component. This approach is an effective process to obtain high performance and could 

be widely accepted within the additive manufacturing community. 

 

Currently, printed functional antennas and other RF passives cannot compete with more 

traditional manufacturing approaches. AM methods do enable innovative designs, but several 

parameter spaces still need to be addressed in order for the components to match simulated 

performance. One of the main challenges for RF passives is the development of new materials 

compatible with existing print processes that are tailored for their electromagnetic properties. 

Specific parameters include the dielectric constant or permittivity (ε), metal conductivity (σ), and 

dissipation factor or loss tangent (tanδ), each as a function of frequency. As miniaturization of 

circuitry and antennas become a driver, the permeability (μ) becomes the relevant variable to 

tune. These new materials could be printable inks and resin systems that are designed to be on 

the extreme ends of the spectrum for ε and μ, while making σ as high and tanδ as low as possible. 

Dielectric polymers that intrinsically have tanδ less than 0.06 and either very low (<2.5) or very 

high (>25) ε are very challenging to print as they are either short chain or ceramic filled polymers, 

respectively. The rheology of these materials is incompatible with current AM tooling. For 

conductors, near-bulk metal σ have not been readily achieved. For RF, bulk σ is extremely 

important because of skin depth-effects, which unlike in DC components can’t be compensated 

for by simply printing thicker with lower σ metals. Printed metals often fail to achieve electrical 

conductivities comparable to conventionally microfabricated metals and are typically relegated to 

rapid prototyping applications rather than high performance devices. Since Ag is relatively 

inexpensive and the chemistry is very well understood, Ag based inks have become ubiquitous in 

direct write processes. With tailored Ag chemistries researchers have been able to obtain near 

bulk σ of Ag with some direct-write methods including inkjet printing and direct ink writing [19], 
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[20]. However, there have been no widely circulated reports regarding the conductivities using 

these inks or printing methods. 

 

Additive manufacturing is a powerful technology that promises to disrupt the field of electronics 

by enabling novel device designs and reducing production time and cost. However, the first step 

is to exploit material properties  to achieve high performance. This thesis work will provide a 

materials-focused analysis of the microstructural elements that determine device performance 

within printed materials systems. By understanding the fundamental structure-property 

relationships of printed materials systems, it will become possible to intelligently design functional 

components that perform on par with conventionally manufactured RF devices that will have a 

lasting effect on the field of printed electronics. 

 

Compared to traditional photolithography methods, direct-write approaches are faster, lower cost, 

and more environmentally-friendly because they rely on additive rather than subtractive 

processes. AM of metallic traces encompasses a broad range of technologies, including Gravure 

printing and screen printing, but these techniques tend to be low quality and low precision 

processes. The most common routes to printing high precision metals to date are inkjet printing 

(IJP) and aerosol jet printing (AJP). These methods use a computer-aided design (CAD) file input 

to dispense inks containing colloidal-suspensions of metal nanoparticles or other materials of 

interest (such as 2D materials and dielectrics), and may be used to print patterns of varying 

thicknesses by increasing the number of overprints. However, there are significant differences in 

print resolution, design flexibility, and process scalability arising from the respective mechanisms 

of deposition, so each method has advantages depending on the desired application. 
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IJP has been the most ubiquitous direct-write process used to date, which utilizes a low viscosity 

ink expelled through a nozzle in a dropwise fashion. A pattern is created by overlapping the 

droplets so that a continuous line is formed. The characteristics of the print may be altered by 

changing the overlap percentage or the print direction [21]. The spacing must be less than 65% 

overlap [22] in order to prevent bulging of the printed line, and the ultimate resolution is a factor 

of the nozzle diameter as well as the spreading upon contact with the substrate. A significant 

challenge is the lack of uniformity in printed lines. A “coffee-ring” height distribution has been well-

documented, in which the height of the line is depressed in the center as compared to the outside 

edges. The printed drop is thinner at the outside, resulting in an increased rate of evaporation at 

the edges. This creates an outward current, which can be minimized by the addition of solvents 

with a higher boiling point and a lower surface tension than the primary ink solvent. This will induce 

the Marangoni effect [23], in which a surface tension gradient produces an inward current to 

balance the natural outward current. The simultaneous currents circulate the ink as it dries, 

thereby creating a more even height. Dimethylformaldehyde (DMF) when mixed with water as a 

solvent for Ag nanoparticles has been shown to be effective in reducing the coffee ring 

phenomenon [24]. Furthermore, printing lines counter to the nozzle direction has been shown to 

reduce the coffee-ring effect and create a more uniform lateral profile [21]. The ultimate resolution 

is a function of the droplet diameter as well as the spreading upon contact with the substrate 

surface [18], [25]. Currently, the smallest achievable features sizes of 50 µm are comparable to 

or even better than processes such as screen printing and photolithography. Still, AJP or 

electrohydrodynamic (EHD) printing may be necessary for further miniaturization. 

 

A less mature but more versatile direct-write additive manufacturing technology is AJP. In this 

method, the print head continuously sprays ink that has been either pneumatically or ultrasonically 

aerosolized into 2-5 μm droplets [26]. A sheath gas flowing along the outside of the atomized ink 
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droplets focuses the beam and prevents nozzle clogging. As a result, inks with much higher 

viscosities than IJP, which is limited to less than 30 cP, may be used. The desired pattern is 

produced by closing an electromagnetic shutter to halt the flow of the ink mist until the nozzle is 

in the correct position. Due to the small size of the aerosol droplets, the printed path can begin to 

dry during deposition [27] which can affect the smoothness of the final print. Like IJP, AJP also 

shows the coffee-ring effect, indicating that similar evaporation processes take place for both 

printing methods. However, little work has shown successful mitigation of this effect to date for 

AJP. Despite the difference in nozzle sizes between IJP and AJP, both methods achieve 

decreased feature sizes with a decrease in nozzle diameter [21], [26]. AJP demonstrates a 

splatter effect rather than cleanly-defined droplets due to the mist of particles, and this can be 

detrimental to achieving finer patterns. 

 

While there are a multitude of publications about IJP, AJP is a relatively new technology. AJP is 

more versatile than IJP for the following reasons: First, AJP produces much finer resolution. 

Mahajan et al., defined the “focusing ratio” as the flow rate ratio of sheath gas flow rate to carrier 

gas flow rate [28]; they found that the printed line width decreases as the focusing ratio increases, 

while the standard deviation from run to run decreases, thus enabling a highly repeatable 

reduction in feature size. Second, because of the vector-based printing approach as opposed to 

the line-by-line pixel rastering of IJP, a higher level of manufacturing flexibility is afforded to AJP 

systems. For example, a square may be printed using either a serpentine or a perimeter-fill 

pattern. The drying rate of the ink affects the smoothness of the final printed structure. Third, the 

large distance between the nozzle and the substrate allows for printing on non-planar, conformal 

substrates. This is especially useful for applications such as 3D RF antennas. Fourth, AJP may 

be able to produce higher conductivity structures than IJP. Because of the large range of 

acceptable viscosities, the ink can contain a higher weight percentage of metal, thereby 
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increasing the probability of contact between loaded metal nanoparticles. Finally, AJP can print 

much thinner single passes than IJP, therefore leading to increased design flexibility for device 

manufacturing. 

 

The notable disadvantage of AJP is the resulting morphology of the printed line. Werner et al., 

found that higher sintering temperatures were needed to achieve the same resistivity within AJP 

structures versus IJP structures [27]. This is because the contact area with the substrate is 

increased for IJP, leading to more thermal dissipation and thus more progressed sintering. Also, 

they found that the AJP structures are more porous, thus leading to a decreased effective cross-

section. However, some interesting methods to combat this increase in resistivity have been 

proposed, such as the inclusion of carbon nanotubes [29] to enhance conductivity. Werner et al. 

also found that electrical sintering, rather than furnace sintering, has also been shown to produce 

conductivities as high as half that of bulk silver with AJP. However this approach is not conducive 

to printing on delicate or three-dimensional substrates. 
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Table 1.1. Comparison of Common Direct Write Printing Techniques 

Print 

method 

Ink 

viscosity 

(cP) 

Nozzle 

diameter 

(m) 

Min. 

feature 

size (m) 

Min. line 

thickness 

(m) 

Key Benefits 

IJP 1-30 20-60 50 0.6 
Low cost, multiple 

heads 

AJP 1-1000 100-300 10 0.1 

High throughput, 

thin layers, fine 

features 

 

Metal inks are of great importance within additive manufacturing, as they are necessary to 

fabricate the conductive path in printed circuits and devices. The most successful metal inks will 

result in low-resistivity traces, and it is the microstructural features of the printed metal traces 

which determine their ultimate resistivity. Currently, nearly all metal ink efforts are focused on 

nanoparticle or other suspension-based inks, which unfortunately suffer from low density and 

small particle size. Figure 1.2 below shows SEM images of Ag printed lines after different 

annealing temperatures from 70 – 260C. Several features stand out in the SEM images in Figure 

1.2a. The dark regions represent pores, confirming that the layers are not fully dense after the 

70C curing condition. The small, spherical particles are those originally deposited in the AJP 

process and are on the order of 10-50 nm. Nanoparticle coalescence and grain formation occurs 

at the 150C annealing conditions (Figure 1.2b). Observations of grains on the order of 0.2 – 0.4 

μm can be seen in Figures 2c and 2d at 200C and 260C annealing temperatures. These are 

the result of the fusion of many of the original 10-50 nm particles. Cross sections of the 

microstructure taken at different curing conditions are key to understanding the sintering process 
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of the metal (and other nanoparticle deposited materials). As seen in Figure 1.2, higher annealing 

temperatures after deposition would be expected to produce larger grains and consume the 

remainder of the small nanoparticles into the larger grains via Ostwald ripening. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. SEM images of IJP printed Ag lines after various sintering temperatures [30]. 

 

Work by Werner et al., investigated microstructural changes in AJP Ag lines upon annealing 

temperatures of 150 and 250C and times for 30 – 120 minutes [27]. As seen in Figure 1.3, 150C 

annealing temperature did not lead to significant changes in the microstructure structure, even for 

extended annealing times up to 120 min (Figure 1.3a–c). The 50 nm Ag nanoparticles are still 
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visible and are in contact, sintering neck formation between these particles is only partially 

observable after 60 and 120 min. However, as sintering temperature is increased to 250C, they 

observe coalescence of the particles for 30 min annealing times (Figure 1.3d). With the 

coalescence occurring at 250C, there is no observation of 50 nm Ag nanoparticles. 250oC 

annealing temperatures allow for nanoparticles to neck and form grain boundaries (Figure 1.3e–

f). Pores in the sintered Ag films can be observed with each of the annealing conditions. The 

authors noted small spherical structures containing both Si and O are observed on the Ag 

surfaces sintered at 250C. It was mentioned the probable cause for the Si and O was from 

thermal decomposition of silanes in the ink. 

 

Studies by Rahman et. al., correlated microstructural-electrical properties of AJP Ag nanoparticle 

thin films at high temperatures [31]. They determined optimization of sintering conditions could 

provide efficient means to control the temperature stability and oxidation resistance of the Ag 

nanoparticle thin films up to a temperature of 500C. This approach of applying thermal treatment 

to modify the microstructure – and therefore the electrical conductivity – after printing has also 

been seen in other additive manufacturing techniques, such as screen printing [32] and laser-

induced-forward-transfer [33], to a similar effect. 
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Figure 1.3. SEM images of AJP printed Ag lines taken at different temperature and time sintering 

conditions [27]. 

 

In spite of the current levels of interest in additive manufacturing however, there has been a 

severe lack of technical study into the limits of printed materials systems. Recent work to address 

the role of sintering on grain evolution in printed films has largely been from an empirical 

perspective and has not been supported by the development of any models or theory. This 

presents a unique opportunity for the construction of a predictive electronic transport model that 

is grounded on the microstructural features of the printed metal. The primary method by which 

one can achieve high electrical conductivities is to print dense, large-grained metals, and the 

development of this theory will provide a way to bridge the substantial gap in performance that is 

currently typical of additively-manufactured components. 
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In addition to the overall grain size and film density, the void structure within the film may also 

play a role in the resulting conductivity. Void evolution has previously been investigated by 

researchers for other applications such as interconnects [34], but again, this level of academic 

rigor has not yet been afforded to printed metals systems, particularly those involving nanoparticle 

inks. While modifying the void structure may marginally alter the conductivity by reducing the 

disorder caused by varying pore and nanoparticle sizes [35], the most practical approach will be 

to avoid this regime entirely. This can be done by substantially densifying the film and increasing 

the grain size to the point where any effects other than pure grain boundary scattering simply 

reduce to a perturbation from bulk transport. 

 

Despite the low conductivity achieved by primarily nanoparticle-based inks, there have been many 

promising demonstrations of printed transmission lines, interconnects, and antennas in the recent 

literature. RF interconnects are abundant, in high density, and can become incredibly complex 

within RF systems as evidenced by the different types of vias that exist. Interconnect parasitic 

losses can quickly add up to degrade the overall system performance. Therefore, it is critical to 

have near bulk metal conductivity, while maintaining reliable conductivity over temperature and 

environmental excursions [12], [36]–[38].  RF waveguides, such as a metal pipe rectangular 

waveguide, direct the electromagnetic waves in one direction to prevent inverse square law 

losses. Interestingly, these waveguides have been printed using fused deposition modeling (FDM) 

printers for use in the microwave regime, and stereolithography in the mm-wave regime and 

subsequently Cu plated [39]. By these methods, similar attenuation values and return losses were 

obtained when compared to traditional manufacturing approaches. Surface roughness scattering 

tends to dominate the losses and a chemical polishing step is needed to reduce the roughness 

below 300 nm RMS. RF filters are necessary to select desired frequency bands and eliminate 

others similar to the aforementioned frequency selective surfaces, however these can also include 
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low-pass or high-pass cutoffs. Using Polyjet printing a few types of RF filters have been 

demonstrated with very high performance including return loss and unloaded quality factor [40], 

[41]. 

 

Some interesting antennas have also been fabricated using additive manufacturing technologies. 

Liang et. al. produced a microwave patch antenna with a 50 Ω microstrip line on a printed 

polyethylene substrate 2.4mm thick (ε=2.4) via FDM and ultrasonic wire mesh embedding with a 

5.5 dB gain at 7.5 GHz [42]. MSU researchers demonstrated a rectangular patch antenna using 

a multijet printed loaded with Vero White (ε=2.4, tanδ=0.02) with -20dB S11 reflection coefficient 

at 5.5 GHz and a simulated 6.94 dB gain [43]. The first demonstration of a fully printed patch 

antenna at 2.4 GHz also using Vero White with a measured ε = 3.13, and a tailored resistivity as 

a function of Ag layers printed to compensate for losses was shown by Nate et al [44]. Ghazali 

has demonstrated an ultrawide band (4-18 GHz) Vivaldi notch antennas with a measured 12 dB 

gain, however this was fabricated with 3D printed ABS plastic and sputtered Cu metal [45]. 

Georgia Tech researchers were the first to demonstrate a printed log-periodic Koch-Dipole array 

antenna that has a much reduced areal footprint owing to its design [46]. An interesting dipole 

antenna was printed with a carbon nanotube ink with a resonance at 2 GHz, however a 10 Ω/☐ 

sheet resistance was required to give a -10dB S11 [47]. A Yagi-Uda antenna was aerosol jet 

printed using Ag (5.13 x 106 S/m) on a printed Vero White Plus (ε=2.8, tanδ=0.04) by He and 

coworkers shows a low profile at 24 GHz with a 26.4 dB return loss with a 3.3 dBi [48]. These 

authors also showed a 14.6 dB return loss at 25.8 GHz. The first demonstration of a Yagi-Uda 

antenna was done a year earlier using IJP Ag (1.1 x 107 S/m) and SU-8 dielectric (ε=3.2, 

tanδ=0.04) on a liquid crystalline polymer laminate substrate that has a high 8 dBi gain at 24.5 

GHz with a >33 dB S11 [49]. Several horn type antennas have also been demonstrated with the 

best performance going to a hybrid printing and plating process. An SLA process based on epoxy 
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was used to generate the structure and then a Cu plating step was added. While the return loss 

was not verified, the authors reported >25 dBi peak directivity at 12 GHz [50]. A 2x2 horn antenna 

array utilized the design freedom of SLA to minimize insertion losses to 34 dB along the main 

radiation axis, while demonstrating a 24 dBi directivity from 26-40 GHz [51]. 

 

When area becomes a constraint researchers have typically turned to printing fractal based 

antennas [52], [53]. These fractals also tend to have growing popularity for wireless sensing and 

communications in commonly used commercial bands and have been demonstrated via AJP Ag 

with a conductivity of 1.1 x 107 S/m. Inverted-F antennas that have been aerosol jet printed using 

Ag have also recently demonstrated by several groups [54], [55]. Deng has shown that by tailoring 

the Ag ink trace resistivity and using electrical bias as external stimuli that self-folding inverted-F 

antennas can be generating, which can be discretely delivered and subsequently deployed based 

on the usage requirements, however no antennas measurements were taken. Harle 

demonstrated return losses of 17.8 and 20.4 dB, and gain of 2 dBi and 0 dBi at 36.5 and 74.5 

GHz, respectively. 

 

Printed, flexible and conformal phased array antennas have also emerged, which are becoming 

increasingly popular for radar communications [56]–[58]. These antennas utilize printed CNT thin 

film transistors and multilayer interconnects to generate a fully packaged system that allows non-

mechanical beam steering with an 8.2 dB insertion loss and 11.2 mW power consumption 

operating at 5 GHz. Finally, Adams et al. have shown that concepts generated in planar structures 

can also be considered in full 3D by utilizing DIW techniques to print an electrically small antenna 

on a hemispherical dielectric, which shows much potential and promise for designing in 3D for 

future antenna systems [15]. 
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Figure 1.4. Demonstrations of 3D Printed RF Components: a) all-dielectric frequency selective 

surface under C-band testing [59]. b) SEM image of post-reliability tested printed gold wire 

interconnect [12]. c) IJP printed mm-wave Yagi-Uda antenna on flexible substrate [49]. d) 

multifunctional embedded electronics for a cubesat demonstration [36]. e) IJP printed phased 

array on a flexible substrate [56]. f) hybrid AM and DW demonstration of 3D embedded structural 

electronics [60]. g) a controllably folded inverted F-antenna smart structure [54]. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Microstructural Evolution of Aerosol Jet Printed Silver Nanoparticle 

Traces 

 

Abstract 

Presently, the vast majority of inks used to directly write metals are composed of nanoparticle 

suspensions. The resulting printed metal traces suffer from poor electrical conductivity as a result 

of their highly porous microstructures which comprise small grains and tortuous conduction 

pathways. These microstructural deficiencies preclude nanoparticle inks from successful 

implementation as an alternative to conventionally processed metals. At their present state, 

significant post-processing is necessary to densify and coarsen the microstructure to achieve 

increased conductivity. Here, we anneal aerosol jet printed silver nanoparticle traces and assess 

their microstructural evolution using a variety of microscopy and diffraction techniques. We find 

that long-term thermal annealing at 200C induces significant grain growth and densification, but 

also causes large fluctuations in thickness across the trace as well as delamination from the 

substrate. Applying pressure during the anneal helps to combat these problems by promoting 

mechanical compaction, but the added pressure also reduces the annealing temperature and 

therefore appears to inhibit grain growth. This work demonstrates some of the benefits and 

drawbacks involved in converting printed nanoparticle traces into larger-grained metal traces via 

thermal annealing. 
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Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM) has garnered significant interest in the past decade due to its rapid 

turnaround times, low cost, and ease of use. Many traditional processes for building electronic 

device components require the use of specialized equipment or expensive and time-consuming 

processes, and for these reasons AM is poised to revolutionize the next generation of electronics. 

At present, metal nanoparticle inks are a well-established technology with an easily controlled 

manufacturing process [1]–[3]. However, the performance of printed nanoparticle traces is 

severely limited by their inherent microstructural characteristics. Since nanoparticle inks are 

deposited as an agglomerate of distinct particulates held together by surfactants, these structures 

require substantial post-processing to form a continuous trace after deposition [4]–[8]. 

Furthermore, because of the edge-only contact between discrete nanoparticles, it is difficult to 

achieve a minimally porous film. The grain size is also limited by the initial size of the suspended 

nanoparticles, and is typically only 50 nm or less [9]–[11]. This resulting microstructure is 

detrimental to the signal-carrying capacity of these films, as the high porosity, small particle size, 

and tortuous conduction pathways provide scattering sites within the trace that inhibit electron 

mobility. Therefore, in order to see conductivities that can compete with conventional metals, 

nanoparticle traces must undergo film densification as well as grain growth. Both of these 

processes rely on diffusion, which can be accelerated by exposing the material to increased local 

temperatures. Since grain growth proceeds by grain boundary migration, this process is facilitated 

by having good contact between grains or particles [12], [13]. Once a sufficient neck area between 

particles has formed, diffusion across the grain boundary causes the boundary to migrate, in 

which large grains will consume smaller grains. Grain growth is also related to densification. This 

is because denser films contain a higher fraction of inter-grain contact where a neck area is able 

to form, which subsequently allows diffusion to occur [14]–[16]. In this study, we compare the 

average grain size and porosity of aerosol jet printed nanoparticle films that have been subjected 
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to different thermal annealing conditions. After annealing for 110 hours at 200C, we see a marked 

improvement in the overall densification of the printed film, which illustrates the degree of 

processing needed for printed nanoparticle traces to be competitive with conventional metals. 

 

Experimental Design 

We print silver nanoparticle ink traces (Advanced Nano Products AS 4:1) onto a glass substrate 

using an Optomec AJ300 aerosol jet printer fitted with a 100 μm nozzle. We use the ultrasonic 

atomizer and operate the tool with the sheath gas and atomizer gas flow rates set to 10 sccm and 

15 sccm, respectively. During printing, the platen is held at 25C and the printhead is moved at a 

rate of 2 mm∙s-1. These parameters result in a single-trace width of 13.6 ± 0.2 μm [17]. Following 

deposition, the samples are sequentially annealed at 200C for intervals of 0, 9, 45, and 110 hours 

to assess the evolution within the microstructure. To investigate the effects of pressure on grain 

ripening, we also perform a duplicate study in which 1 MPa of pressure is applied to the printed 

trace during annealing. 

 

We then characterize our samples using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), and precession electron diffraction (PED) before and after the 

completed 110-hour annealing process. These techniques provide a means of observing the 

interior microstructure of the printed traces which allows for a comparison between as-printed and 

post-annealed microstructures. Furthermore, we use 2θ:ω x-ray diffraction (XRD) to track the 

grain growth via the observed average particle size after each annealing step. Three samples in 

total are characterized: (1) as-printed and unannealed, (2) annealed for 110 hours without 

pressure, and (3) annealed for 110 hours with 1 MPa of added pressure. After printing and any 

subsequent annealing, focused ion beam (FIB) milling is used to expose cross sections of the 
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traces that are then imaged using SEM in secondary electron mode. This comparison provides a 

snapshot of the effects of annealing and added pressure on the internal microstructures present 

within our silver nanoparticle traces. 

 

As-Deposited Metal Morphology 

The microstructure of the as-printed unannealed trace is shown in Figure 2.1a. The image is 

taken with a 36 tilt from the normal of the cross-sectional surface, meaning that the vertical 

direction of the image is compressed to 81% of the true dimensions. Individual grains cannot be 

identified with absolute certainty due to the thickness of the cross-section, but the structure of the 

voids around the agglomerated grains clearly elucidates some of the boundaries present within 

the trace. Most grains measured have a diameter between 10 and 40 nm, which is expected from 

the ink manufacturer’s specification of an average diameter of 20 nm for the suspended 

nanoparticles [18]. While the grains appear to be equiaxed and have a tight diameter distribution, 

we observe significant voiding in the form of a continuous network of voids that spans across the 

trace. After analyzing the SEM cross-section, we calculate the printed trace to be only roughly 

67% dense (33% void). Notably, there is little contact between the nanoparticles, which will likely 

serve as a detriment to grain growth. Normal grain growth proceeds via grain boundary migration, 

and the high presence of voids means that diffusion will be severely restricted due to the limited 

contact between grains [19]. Together, these microstructural defects demonstrate the prevailing 

problems with nanoparticle inks that prevent them from performing at the level of conventional 

metals. In their as-deposited states, the resulting printed metal is a highly porous system of small, 

loosely-bound individual particles. Moreover, the significant post-processing needed to mitigate 

these effects is made all the more challenging due to the limited intergranular contact. 
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In order to get higher resolution images with fewer ambiguities from depth effects, we use FIB 

milling to lift out and thin a section of the trace for TEM. Figure 2.1b shows an SEM image of the 

thinned sample during the same SEM session as Figure 2.1a. There is a noticeable change in 

the microstructure from the FIB milling, in which the thinned sample appears to be denser and 

have larger grains than the original SEM cross-section. We use bright-field TEM to measure the 

size of the largest grains in the TEM sample that evolved due to FIB as shown in Figure 2.1c-e. 

The grains that had grown are easily identifiable due to the presence of annealing twins. Many of 

the smaller dark particles seen in Figure 2.1c are suspected to originate from the re-deposition 

of silver during FIB milling, as they are seen on the substrate as well as within the trace. Because 

of the FIB annealing effects on the as-deposited sample, the data for this first thinned TEM sample 

of the as-deposited film in Figure 2.1b-e is not necessarily representative of the true as-deposited 

microstructure. 
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Figure 2.1. (a) SEM cross-section and (b) thinned edge of the as-deposited sample, exposed via 

FIB milling. (c) TEM cross-section of the as-deposited sample. Microstructural characterization 

steps including (d) outlines of visible grains and (e) grain size distribution. 

 

To determine the grain distribution within the as-printed sample, we perform PED on a 1.21  1.28 

μm area of the thinned TEM sample (approximately 60 nm thick). PED operates by collecting a 

grid of electron diffraction patterns, which together determine the orientation of any single point. 

Grains are therefore identified by joining areas with matching orientations. Figure 2.2a shows the 

PED map of the cross-section of the as-deposited sample; here, grains are defined as regions 

that have 10 misorientation or smaller. The presence of rings in the selected area electron 

diffraction (SAED) measurement, shown in Figure 2.2c, demonstrates that the as-printed trace 
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has no preferred orientation. The rings are not entirely continuous, but this is due to the finite 

number of grains measured in the SAED. The black regions in the PED map represent voids, and 

from this we measure the trace to be 76% dense (24% void). Figure 2.2d shows a histogram of 

the diameters of the measured grains. The largest grains match the size of those observed in the 

TEM images, with the largest being 217 nm. The average grain size is only 11 nm. However, due 

to the apparent lack of smaller grains in the TEM image, it is possible that the grains with 

diameters of just a few nanometers in the PED map are an artifact of the PED setup or could be 

due to the unidentifiable small particles present from to the back-spray during FIB milling. 

Additionally, grains with diameters near to or smaller than 3 nm cannot be distinguished due to 

the 3 nm step size of the measurement. While TEM and PED both have very small sampling 

areas and cannot be used to directly capture the microstructure of the entire trace, the same 

printing conditions were used throughout the deposition of each trace and the print times were 

short enough that any change in environmental factors is not a concern. Therefore, we assume 

the traces to be homogeneous throughout, meaning that the microstructure seen with these 

techniques should be representative of the entire sample. 
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Figure 2.2. (a) Cross-section PED orientation map and (b) legend for the as-deposited sample. 

(c) Selected area electron diffraction pattern for a section of the as-deposited sample. (d) Grain 

diameter distribution from the PED orientation map. 

 

We also use XRD to verify the average grain size of the entire printed trace. Using the Scherrer 

equation [20], we relate the grain size to the width of the peaks in a 2: scan. Figure 3 shows 

the XRD results for the as-deposited sample. In the XRD scan, the (111) peak has the highest 

intensity and can therefore be measured with the most confidence. The average particle size 

within the as-printed sample was determined to be 18  0.8 nm. Averaging all five visible peaks 

results in a slightly smaller calculated particle size of 14  2 nm. 
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Figure 2.3. XRD 2: scan for the as-deposited sample. 

 

As mentioned previously, the FIB lift-out and thinning process appears to have caused minor grain 

evolution in the as-printed sample. Because of this, we performed a second round of FIB and 

SEM in order to validate the homogeneity of the film and to more closely monitor the sample 

during the lift-out and thinning processes. Figure 2.4a shows the location of the second SEM 

cross sectional image, which is distanced 500 μm from the initial site (shown in Figure 2.1a). 

Additionally, the second cross-sectional slice was rotated 90 degrees from the original slice to 

observe if the print direction resulted in any anisotropy in the printed trace. The second SEM cross 

section, shown in Figure 2.4b-c, has a similar void structure and grain size compared to that 

observed in the first SEM session, which validates that the resulting printed microstructure is 

independent of any effects arising from the mechanism of the printer itself. When a new thinned 

TEM sample was prepared, this time it did not appear to form any large grains with annealing 

twins, as shown in Figure 2.4d, indicating that the FIB milling process did not produce any 

microstructural evolution. The reason for this is due to the parameters used during FIB milling. In 

the initial attempt, FIB milling was carried out for a longer duration to ensure a complete platinum 

coating over the surface. In this attempt however, less care was taken to protect the platinum 
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layer, and as a result, the milling time was minimized. Glass has poor thermal conductivity, so 

FIB milling can significantly increase the substrate temperature [21], [22]. This temperature 

change is high enough to expect nontrivial microstructural changes in the printed film. By 

minimizing the FIB milling time, we reduce the duration that the glass substrate underwent 

unintentional heating which caused morphological changes within the printed trace. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. (a) The location of the two FIB milling sites for TEM sample prep of the as-deposited 

sample. (b) 200,000× magnification and (c) 65,000× magnification cross sectional SEM image of 

the as-deposited sample before TEM lift-out and thinning. (d) SEM image of the second attempt 

at thinning the as-deposited sample for TEM. 

 

Annealed Metal Morphology 

In addition to assessing the morphology of the as-printed nanoparticle traces, we also 

characterize samples that were annealed for 110 hours at 200C. Annealing is expected to densify 
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the traces and cause grain growth, as elevating the temperature increases the rate of diffusion. 

Motivated by the role of pressure in traditional ceramic sintering, in which pressure is used to 

mechanically compact and densify the ceramic green body [23], a second silver trace sample is 

also applied with 1 MPa of unidirectional pressure. This value was chosen because it was 

expected to contain enough force to mechanically compact the trace, but not so much as to 

significantly impede grain growth [23]–[25]. Furthermore, this approach using low pressure is 

compatible with emerging bonding techniques for heterogeneous integration and advanced 

device packaging [26]. XRD scans were taken for each sample before annealing as well as after 

increments of 9, 45, and 110 hours. As with the as-printed samples, the Scherrer equation was 

used to calculate the grain size from the peak widths; the results are presented in Figure 2.5. 

While tracking the grain growth as a function of anneal time, we observe that the sample annealed 

with pressure experienced less grain growth than the sample annealed without pressure. The 

initial average grain size for each sample was in good agreement, and both samples 

demonstrated grain growth behavior that roughly follows the expected parabolic trend. The 

general grain growth law models the grain growth with respect to time during annealing according 

to the following equation [13]: 

                                                                          Dn − Do
n = kt                                                               Eq. 1 

 

     in which Do is the initial diameter of the grains, D is the time dependent diameter of the grains, 

k is the rate constant which is dependent on temperature and material properties such as 

diffusivity, and t is time. The exponent n can vary, but normal grain growth is defined when n 

equals 2. After fitting each curve, we determine that n is 2.2 for the no-pressure sample and n 

equals 1.8 for the sample annealed under 1 MPa. However, is was found that the weight placed 

on the sample to act as the source of pressure was in fact behaving as a heat reservoir, thereby 

lowering the overall temperature of the system to 120C. The 1 MPa sample was therefore 
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exposed to a smaller amount of thermal energy than the no-pressure sample, which would 

understandably limit the rate at which diffusion proceeds and subsequently impede grain growth 

in the film. The TEM images shown in Figure 2.5b-c support this finding. The silver nanoparticle 

trace annealed at a lower temperature under 1 MPa of pressure exhibits significantly reduced 

grain sizes as compared to the one annealed without the addition of pressure. Although the role 

of pressure cannot be decoupled from temperature here, studies have found that hydrostatic 

pressure decreases diffusivity and reduces grain boundary migration [23]–[25]. This will be a 

significant challenge to overcome as the need for large grains is balanced by the requirement to 

print dense, mechanically robust metal features. Subsequent experimentation will also need to be 

performed to understand the effect of pressure alone. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. (a) Grain size evolution, in which each annealing step has been marked on the figure. 

TEM images of the samples annealed without (b) and with (c) 1 MPa of added pressure after 110 

hours of heat treatment. The sample annealed without pressure contains much larger grains and 

a denser microstructure. 
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Figure 2.6a shows the dark-field TEM image of the no-pressure sample taken after the 110 hours 

of annealing had been completed. There is a stark change in microstructure compared to the as-

printed cross-section shown previously. Many of the large grains span the entire thickness of the 

film and demonstrate visible annealing twins. There is no apparent preferred orientation, as the 

annealing twins of different grains are oriented in different directions. The void structure is also 

drastically different from that of the as-printed morphology. Rather than a continuous network of 

narrow voids across the entirety of the film, we primarily observe large voids between grains as 

well as several much smaller voids within some of the larger grains. Notably, significant 

delamination of the printed trace has occurred, which is evidenced by the large gap between the 

substrate and the lower portion of the trace. This could be due to the outward migration of voids 

as the grains ripen and the grain boundaries shift during annealing. We measure the grain size 

distribution present within the TEM cross-section by tracing the outline of each grain, as shown in 

Figure 2.6b. We use the hydraulic diameter approximation [17] to estimate the size of the non-

spherical grains, as this is a practical estimate which takes into account the effects of grain 

boundary area in the reduction of effective conductivity. The majority of grains measured fall within 

400 to 600 nm in diameter, and while some smaller grains are visible at the top surface of the 

trace and between the large grains and the substrate, these grains should have a negligible 

contribution to the conductivity of the film, which is the main property of interest for printed 

electronic components. 

 

Interestingly, there is a large discrepancy between the grain size measured from TEM (470 nm) 

and that measured using the volume-averaged Scherrer equation (29 nm). Both techniques 

minimize the influence of the small grains on the calculated grain size, as the small grains make 

up a very small volume fraction of the trace. One explanation for the low grain diameter obtained 

from the Scherrer equation is the presence of twinning within the annealed grains. Grains with 
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twinning can clearly be seen in the PED grain map of the no-pressure annealed sample, as shown 

in Figure 2.6d. The constant angle across twin boundaries causes twins to appear as striped 

grains in the PED grain map. Selected area electron diffraction (Figure 2.6e) also shows this 

angular relationship. Rather than an array of individual bright points in reciprocal space, some of 

the bright points in the SAED pattern have separated into multiple, closely-spaced dots. The twin 

spacing in the large grains therefore more closely matches the grain size that was calculated from 

the Scherrer equation, so it is likely that the tightly-spaced twin boundaries cause XRD peak 

broadening in a similar way to that of small crystallites [27]. Regardless, the prolonged sintering 

demonstrated in this study clearly establishes the extent to which printed nanoparticle traces must 

be post-processed in order to cause significant evolution of their internal microstructures. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. (a) Dark-field TEM cross-section, (b) outlined grains, (c) grain size distribution, (d) 

PED orientation map and (e) legend, and (f) SAED of the no-pressure annealed sample. 
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From a manufacturing perspective, we speculate that a combination of these approaches could 

be leveraged in order to optimize grain ripening in nanoparticle traces. Early-stage annealing 

under pressure would compact the line and promote adhesion to the substrate. After this initial 

anneal, the pressure could be removed to allow the grains to grow more freely. Coupling these 

methods in series could grant a designer more freedom to tailor the internal microstructure to 

achieve the desired electrical performance for any given system constraints. 

 

Conclusions 

We used a variety of microscopy and diffraction techniques to characterize the morphology of 

printed silver nanoparticle traces that underwent several different annealing conditions. We 

observed that while the as-deposited traces contained a network of discrete nanoparticles 

separated by significant voiding, thermal annealing presents a viable, if time-consuming, method 

of film densification. After annealing for 110 hours at 200C, the film exhibited distinct grains that 

spanned the full thickness of the silver trace and contained annealing twins. During this process 

however, the film became delaminated from the substrate due to the outward migration of voids. 

Large voids were also present in the areas between the enlarged grains as a result of this 

microstructural evolution. These effects were not seen in the sample annealed under 1 MPa of 

pressure, as in that case the grain growth and void migration was severely inhibited by the added 

weight which reduced the system temperature by 80C. In this work we present the results of 

long-term thermal annealing of printed metal nanoparticles, which will provide ink manufacturers 

and designers with the expectation of the post-processing needed to see significant 

microstructural evolution in the printed film. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Approaching the Practical Conductivity Limits of Aerosol Jet Printed 

Silver 

 

Abstract 

Previous efforts to directly write conductive metals have been narrowly focused on nanoparticle 

ink suspensions that require aggressive sintering (>200°C) and result in low-density, small-

grained agglomerates with electrical conductivities <25% of bulk metal. Here, we demonstrate 

aerosol jet printing of a reactive ink solution and characterize high-density (93%) printed silver 

traces having near-bulk conductivity and grain sizes greater than the electron mean free path, 

while only requiring low temperature (80C) treatment. We have developed a  predictive electronic 

transport model which correlates the microstructure to the measured conductivity and identifies a 

strategy to approach the practical conductivity limit for printed metals. Our analysis of how grain 

boundaries and tortuosity contribute to electrical resistivity provides insight into the basic materials 

science that governs how an ink formulator or process developer might approach improving the 

conductivity. Transmission line measurements validate that electrical properties are preserved up 

to 20 GHz, which demonstrates the utility of this technique for printed RF components. This work 

reveals a new method of producing robust printed electronics that retain the advantages of rapid 

prototyping and three-dimensional fabrication while achieving the performance necessary for 

success within the aerospace and communications industries. 
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Introduction 

Additively manufactured electronic components have experienced a rapid growth over the past 

decade [1]–[3] for prototyping and three-dimensional material deposition. However, printed metals 

often fail to achieve electrical conductivities comparable to conventionally microfabricated metals 

and are typically relegated to rapid prototyping applications rather than high performance devices. 

Most commercially available silver inks are comprised of silver nanoparticles, flakes, and/or other 

solids suspended in organic or aqueous solvents [4]–[8]. These suspension-based inks require 

physical transport of the metal-loaded ink to the substrate surface and require aggressive 

sintering and/or post-processing to drive off the carrier liquids and bind the packed bed of particles 

into a continuous agglomerate. The sintering process is strongly temperature dependent [9] and 

leads to undesired effects including trapped solvent, low density, tortuosity, and a large number 

of high resistance interfaces that collectively result in low electrical conductivity (<25% of bulk 

metal). Printed nanoparticle traces are highly porous [10]–[12] and are significantly more resistive 

than conventionally manufactured metals such as sputtering, evaporation, and electroplating [13]. 

This is particularly significant for additively manufactured RF applications that are sensitive to skin 

depth and require dense metals, low insertion losses, and an absence of parasitic interfaces that 

interfere with RF transmission. Post-processing methods such as high temperature baking 

(>200°C), photonic curing, or pulsed laser sintering can incrementally increase conductivity [14]–

[16] to within half that of bulk silver (σAg = 6.3 x 107 S/m) but these methods exceed the 

degradation temperature of most additively manufactured or polymeric substrates. 

 

Throughout the past decade, a promising alternative to nanoparticle-based inks has emerged in 

the form of particle-free reactive metal inks, in which a metal organic decomposition (MOD) 

reaction converts a liquid precursor material into pure metal. The most ubiquitous approach, as 
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originally described by Walker and Lewis, employs a modified Tollens’ process in which silver 

acetate is dissolved in aqueous ammonium hydroxide and the resulting diamminesilver(I) complex 

is reduced to produce dense metallic silver [17]–[19]. A variety of other MOD reactions that utilize 

different silver-organo-complex precursors have also been documented to yield solid silver with 

high conductivity [20]–[24]. Reactive inks avoid the inherent chemistry complications associated 

with surfactants and high boiling point organics present in nanoparticle suspensions and remove 

the need for high temperature sintering. Like nanoparticle inks, reactive inks are compatible with 

direct-write technologies – the most common is drop-on-demand (DoD), but successful patterning 

of reactive inks has also been demonstrated with other methods including electrohydrodynamic 

(EHD) printing [25] and spin-coating [26]. In addition to silver, the MOD approach has also been 

applied to other metal systems such as gold, copper, aluminum, and nickel [27]–[32]. 

 

Highly conductive metals that can be patterned with commercially available tools and inks are 

prime candidates for implementation within the semiconductor industry. Most circuit designers 

typically derate metals to ~75% of the conductivity of a pure single crystal metal (due to the 

presence of defects and grain boundaries in plated metals), so we define this value to be the 

practical conductivity limit within the engineering context of this work. Here, we examine the 

conductivity and microstructure of silver nanoparticle inks and reactive silver inks directly written 

into metal traces using aerosol jet printing (AJP). AJP has been developed as a high fidelity tool 

capable of printing a wide variety of materials at resolutions on the order of 10 m line width [33], 

[34], but to date it has been underrepresented as a tool for patterning reactive inks. With AJP, we 

transport the molecular precursor in a collimated spray onto a substrate surface held at 80C. The 

resulting wet solution is converted via rapid (~1 s) thermal decomposition into a dense solid metal 

[35]. Figure 3.1 depicts a schematic representation of the comparison between nanoparticle (a) 

and reactive metal inks (b). Both inks are aerosolized into pL-sized droplets. Nanoparticle ink 
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droplets contain solid metal suspended in carrier solvent, while the reactive metal ink droplets 

contain only a solution-phase molecular precursor. After printing, the nanoparticle trace is 

observed to be a low density network of agglomerated spheres where the nanoparticles are pulled 

into loose contact by surface energy forces and reinforced with sintering. In contrast, the reactive 

metal trace is observed to be a high density series of overlapping large-grained metal plates that 

form a polycrystalline trace during thermal decomposition. The line profiles and scanning electron 

microscopy images are shown for nanoparticle ink (Figure 3.1c,e,g) and reactive ink (Figure 

3.1d,f,h) and demonstrate high aspect ratio traces with the ability to print multiple layers to add 

thickness to the trace. The electron microscopy images show the stark differences in 

microstructure between the traces. The nanoparticle trace is composed of many small particles 

(~20 nm) that are loosely packed and only contact at the edges, whereas the reactive trace shows 

large plates (~120 nm) that are densely packed with minimal voiding or discontinuities. The 

surface images in Figure 3.1g,i also suggest that the reactive trace is smoother and more uniform 

than the nanoparticle trace. Furthermore, bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is 

performed for each trace in Figure 3.1h,j and shows the extent to which density is enhanced in 

the reactive trace (93% vs 40%). 
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Figure 3.1. Representation of the printing process and resulting microstructures for AJ-printed 

nanoparticle (a) and reactive (b) inks, where voids are indicated by the white color contrast. 

Profilometry scans (c, e), cross-section SEM (d, f), plan view SEM (g, i), and TEM (h, j) of 

nanoparticle and reactive metal traces. Experimental setup for DC (k) and RF (l) device tests. 
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Device Design and Fabrication 

We print our devices with an Optomec AJ300 aerosol jet printer fitted with a 100 m nozzle. The 

ink may be aerosolized either ultrasonically or pneumatically, and the printer is operated in a 

regime in which dry air acts as an annular sheath gas to contain the ink mist within a collimated 

beam. The ink is printed onto a substrate on a heated platen. Multiple printing passes are used 

to achieve a range of aspect ratios to ensure that our measured conductivity is insensitive to 

device geometry and is derived primarily from intrinsic material properties. The DC conductivity 

devices are printed on a 500 μm-thick silicon wafer with 285 nm thermal SiO2 that acts as a 

dielectric barrier to prevent current leakage. We print four-point device structures shown in Figure 

3.1k to eliminate the effect of contact resistance. We use high aspect ratio lines to increase the 

device resistance and improve our overall measurement sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio. 

Stylus profilometry is used to determine the cross-sectional area of each trace in order to calculate 

the media conductivity from the measured resistance. To probe high frequency RF properties (0.1 

– 20 GHz), we print microstrip transmission lines as shown in Figure 3.1l onto a 140 m-thick 

Kapton film and measure the transmission line S-parameters. 

 

The silver nanoparticle traces are printed with a commercially available silver nanoparticle ink 

(Advanced Nano Products AS 1:4) using ultrasonic atomization. We use a nozzle-to-substrate 

distance of 3mm, a sheath flow rate of 10 sccm, and an atomizer flow rate of 15 sccm to ensure 

we are printing continuous traces with minimal overspray. With a print head speed of 2 mm s -1, 

this results in a single trace width of 13.6  0.4 m. We print four aspect ratios: a single trace 

(1x1), two traces printed side-by-side (1x2), a single trace printed with two passes (2x1), and a 

double trace with two passes (2x2). After printing, the devices are sintered for 2 hours in a 200C 

oven as specified by the ink manufacturer. The reactive ink used in this study (Electroninks EI-
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1403) was synthesized using the modified Tollens’ chemistry described previously. The traces 

are printed using pneumatic atomization, in which we use a nozzle-to-substrate distance of 3 mm, 

a sheath flow rate of 70 sccm, an atomizer flow rate of 500 sccm, and an exhaust flow rate of 540 

sccm. With a print head speed of 5 mm s-1, this results in a continuous wet film that is 50 ± 5 μm 

wide and devoid of any overspray effects. The platen is heated to maintain a substrate 

temperature of 80C to enable thermal decomposition of the liquid ink upon printing. Minimal 

spreading is observed in the moment between deposition and reaction, which affects the 

achievable line width. We vary the aspect ratio of the traces by maintaining a constant target width 

and increasing the number of printer passes to build up the material thickness. A single pass 

deposits a peak trace thickness of 350 ± 70 nm, and the final film thickness scales approximately 

linearly with the number of passes due to the constant mass output. The four-point structures are 

printed from 1 to 10 passes (0.35 μm to 3.5 μm, respectively) to ensure that the material properties 

are independent of thickness or near-interface effects. The RF microstrips are printed 10 layers 

thick to ensure a metal thickness greater than the skin depth for RF in the frequency range of our 

tests. Although the reactive traces are fully solidified after printing on the heated platen, we also 

explore longer annealing times (0.5, 1, and 25 hours) to assess the asymptotic limit to 

conductivity. A second set of four-point structures was annealed for 1 hour at 300°C to test the 

effects of very high-temperature annealing. 

 

The method of ink deposition can also have an effect on the printed metal morphology. Drop-on-

Demand printing (DoD) generally produces smoother and higher density traces [4], so we also 

characterize DoD reactive metal traces to compare the resulting microstructure to that of our AJP 

reactive traces. We use a Fujifilm Dimatix 2831 equipped with a 21.5 m nozzle. To expel the ink 

droplets (~10 pL volume), we use a standard Dimatix Model Fluid waveform with a voltage of 22 

V, a duration of 3.5 s, and a frequency of 2.5 khZ. During printing, the platen was maintained at 
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60C, and after printing, the traces underwent a 160C – 210C ramp anneal to drive off any 

residual organic solvent. 

 

Printed Metal Morphology 

The electrical properties of printed metals depend on a combination of the intrinsic material 

chemistry and the morphology (see Supplementary Table 3.2), which includes contributions from 

the porosity and voiding, the tortuosity that artificially increases the conduction path length, the 

interfacial topology that increases surface scattering (particularly at high frequencies), and the 

grain size and grain distribution which comprise the microstructure.  

 

We characterize the microstructure and porosity of our printed metal traces using a combination 

of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and x-ray 

diffraction (XRD). The material microstructure contributes to electron scattering from interfaces 

and other internal defects. XRD and TEM dark field diffraction reveal that the nanoparticle grains 

are randomly oriented, which is to be expected for an agglomeration of spherical particles. We 

calculate the average grain size to be 24 nm using the Scherrer equation [36], which is in good 

agreement with the measured average line-of-sight distance of 21 nm observed from TEM image 

processing. The AJP reactive traces demonstrate slight (111) texturing which is likely due to 

preferential formation of close-packed faces during crystal growth immediately after printing [37]. 

TEM reveals a much larger average line-of-sight distance of 120 nm for the AJP traces and 460 

nm for the DoD traces. Additionally, energy dispersive spectroscopy shows the reactive ink traces 

to be nearly pure silver. This was corroborated by FTIR (Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FT-IR 

equipped with a Golden Gate ATR crystal) in which no organic contamination was detected above 

the noise floor of the measurement. 
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To obtain the density of our printed traces (solid), we use image processing of TEM images and 

assume that the 2D slice is representative of a randomly-oriented, isotropic material. After 

thresholding and binarizing the images, we perform a particle analysis to yield solid = 40  6% 

solid for the nanoparticle traces, solid = 93  2% solid for the AJP reactive silver, and solid = 95 

 1% for the DoD reactive silver. The relatively large (60%) void volume in the nanoparticle traces 

is attributed to the low solid content of the packed nanoparticles in the printed film. The small (7 

and 5%) void volume in the reactive metal traces is likely formed during the evaporation of the 

organic solvent during printing. A material’s density can affect its conductivity in multiple ways. 

First, the current density is increased by an increase in conduction path volume. A less dense 

material such as the nanoparticle traces contains a reduced area through which to conduct 

electrons. Second, the tortuosity of the electrical pathway due to low interface area artificially 

lengthens the path an electron must travel. Finally, the large number of discrete particles 

increases surface and grain boundary scattering, the former of which is particularly affected at 

higher frequencies. Compared to nanoparticle inks, reactive inks possess significantly larger 

grains, reduced porosity, and a lack of chemical impurities. Combined, these factors are the 

reason we observe such a dramatic improvement in electrical properties which exceed other 

nanoparticle-based printing efforts to date. 

 

DC Conductivity 

We measure resistance of the printed traces by sweeping current from -10 mA to +10 mA through 

the device and measure the voltage across the test section. The resistance is calculated from the 

slope of a linear regression fit to the I-V characteristic. We calculate the media conductivity (σ) by 

measuring the resistance of lines with different aspect ratios (equal to length L divided by cross-

sectional area A, see Figure 3.2a), and fitting the equation: 
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                                                                          R =
1

σ
[
L

A
]                                                              (1) 

Figure 3.2a shows the resistance of annealed, printed nanoparticle traces with a best fit 

conductivity value equal to 24% of pure bulk silver and the resistance of as-printed (i.e. no 

annealing) printed reactive ink traces with a best fit conductivity value equal to 61% of bulk silver. 

The reactive ink conductivity remained unchanged after a low-temperature anneal in a 100C 

oven for 1 hour, which is expected since the reactive ink traces already reacted during printing 

and small quantities of additional heat do not provide enough thermal energy to appreciably alter 

the microstructure via grain growth or diffusion. The addition of a post-process annealing step at 

high temperature may enhance conductivity via grain ripening [38], [39]. After a 1-hour bake in a 

300C oven, the conductivity increases to 73% of bulk silver, which is denoted by the green data 

points. As a comparison, electroplated copper traces used widely in industry [40], [41] are 

observed to have conductivity of 90% of bulk copper, which is equivalent to ~85% of bulk silver. 
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Figure 3.2. (a) Conductivity of AJ-printed nanoparticle and reactive silver inks. Reactive inks are 

much more conductive than nanoparticle inks and even approach the conductivity of plated Cu, 

a well-known an industry standard. Reference data reproduced from [42]–[45]. (b-c) RF S-

parameters measured for a set of as-printed reactive ink microstrips show features characteristic 

of a highly conductive metal. 

 

For a polycrystalline porous metal, the maximum achievable conductivity is limited by the diffusive 

transport effects associated with the metal’s porosity. We use Maxwell’s effective medium theory 

(EMT) to estimate the conductivity reduction for sub-unity densities in isotropic porous media [46]. 

This model is most accurate for high density porous metals such as those found in our reactive 

ink traces and offers a meaningful approximation for the low density porous metals found in our 

nanoparticle ink traces. Since the voids do not contribute to conduction, the effective conductivity 

of a medium due to reduced density σeff,EMT can be written as: 

                                                           σeff,EMT = σmetal (
2Φsolid

3 − Φsolid
)                                             (2) 
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where Φsolid is the volume fraction of the conductive media (in which Φsolid = 1- Φvoid) and σmetal 

is the bulk conductivity of the metal phase (i.e. 6.3e7 S/m for silver). This expression is valid in 

the limit of a dilute and even distribution of spherical voids embedded in solid material. 

 

In addition to transport limitations due to porosity, the subcontinuum effects of grain boundary 

scattering are present when the grain size is comparable to the intrinsic electron mean free path 

λ0. We consider the length scales of the morphological features in our devices using Matthiessen’s 

rule [47] to define the effective mean free path λeff: 

                                                                      
1

λeff
=

1

λo
+

1

λLoS
                                                      (3) 

where o is the mean free path of an electron in silver (53 nm at 300 K) [48] and LoS is the 

characteristic line-of-sight distance for an electron moving across a grain in the ballistic transport 

regime. In geometric terms, LoS represents the average chord length in a sphere of a given radius 

r and is equal to 4r/. With TEM, we observe a 2D cross-section of randomly-oriented grains and 

measure this value with appropriate image analysis (see Supplementary Figure 3.3 for details). 

This measured characteristic length is not necessarily the maximum distance across the spherical 

grain, but is instead a representation of the distribution of paths that would cross the grain in 3D. 

Table 3.1 below presents the characteristic length and the estimated average grain size 

determined from this relationship. 
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Table 3.1. Line-of-sight determined from TEM and resulting estimated grain size. 

 

Characteristic Length LoS [nm] 

(measured from TEM image analysis) 

Average Grain Diameter [nm] 

(estimated from 4r/ relationship) 

AJP-NP 21 33 

AJP-Reactive 120 190 

IJP-Reactive 460 720 

 

According to kinetic theory [49], [50], our model assumes that there is a linear relationship 

between the electrical conductivity of a material and the corresponding electron mean free path: 

                                                                     
σeff,sc

σmetal
=

λeff

λo
                                                            (4) 

Combining the previous equations yields the following expression for our multiscale model in 

which the effective conductivity is a function of macroscale diffusive transport effects as well as 

microscale subcontinuum effects: 

                                               
σeff

σmetal
=

λoλgb

λo(λo + λgb)
× [(

2Φsolid

3 − Φsolid
)]                                (5) 
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Table 3.2. Predicted and Measured Conductivity Values for AJP and DoD Reactive Silver 

 

metal (void) 

Metal Density 

(Void Fraction) 

eff,EMT 

EMT Conductivity 

Limit (from Eq. 2) 

eff 

Predicted 

Conductivity (from 

Eq. 5) 

meas 

Experimentally 

Measured 

Conductivity 

AJP-NP 0.40 (0.60) 31% 10% 24% 

AJP-

Reactive 
0.93 (0.7) 90% 63% 61% 

DoD-

Reactive 
0.95 (0.5) 93% 83% 82% 

 

Table 3.2 displays the material porosity, maximum theoretical conductivity, model-predicted 

conductivity, and experimentally-determined conductivity for each of the metal traces in this work. 

While the model prediction is sufficiently close to the observed behavior for the reactive inks, the 

large discrepancy seen for the nanoparticle traces may be attributed to the inaccuracy of 

Maxwell’s EMT at low densities [51]. At such low volume fractions, the assumptions present in 

EMT (spherical, spatially separated voids) are not met and would result in an unsupported 

prediction. It is also possible that our model overpredicts the impact of grain boundary scattering. 

Matthiessen’s rule is a scaling argument that is best used for estimating the effects of independent 

scattering mechanisms in a complex medium, and it becomes very sensitive to uncertainty when 

there are multiple dominant scattering mechanisms. As the complexity of the structure increases, 

multiple scattering rates become comparable in magnitude and this may not provide a precise 

prediction of total conductivity. This could come from a sub-unity scattering rate at the grain 
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boundaries [52]. Since the reactive inks have grains much larger than the mean free path, 

Matthiessen’s rule can be thought of as a perturbation from bulk transport. However, the small 

grains of nanoparticle inks lead to a scenario where the competing scattering mechanisms are all 

comparable and any uncertainty in one input (e.g. grain size) may lead to a large error in the 

predicted quantity, as seen here. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. (a) Predictive model for determining the conductivity of the printed metal with 

experimental data shown. There is an inherent limit based on the porosity of the material, which 

is further refined by the average grain size. (b) The distribution of characteristic lengths for each 

material used in this work. The main figure displays the distribution as a number-weighted 

average, while the inset shows a volume-weighted average of the estimated grain size calculated 

from the characteristic length. The mean grain size for both of these methods is the same value. 

 

The predicted effective conductivity versus characteristic length determined from the 2D TEM 

image is shown in Figure 3.3a, and the statistical distribution shown in Figure 3.3 demonstrates 
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the significant difference in grain size for the nanoparticle versus AJP and DoD reactive metal 

traces. This distribution was created using a number-weighted average; the volume-weighted 

average is displayed in the inset to accurately reflect the three-dimensional transport occurring in 

the materials system. The AJP reactive silver possesses an average characteristic length nearly 

an order of magnitude larger than that of the nanoparticle traces, and it is even larger for the DoD 

reactive silver trace. The larger grains in the reactive ink traces and longer line-of-sight conduction 

paths between voids compared the nanoparticle traces increase the effective mean free path 

toward the bulk value with a corresponding preservation of bulk-like conductivity. The difference 

in grain size between AJP and DoD traces may be attributed to the underlying nucleation and 

growth mechanisms within each deposition method. 

 

Additionally, the size and distribution of voids present within the printed nanoparticle traces may 

have an effect on their total conductivity. While Maxwell’s EMT provides a valid approximation the 

overall scaled conductivity due to raw pore density, percolation theory may be applied to further 

extract the effect of the pore distribution as the limits of line resolution are reached. Although this 

has not yet been demonstrated in printed metal systems, previous research has also applied the 

Maxwell-Garnett approximation to systems with ellipsoidal inclusions to illustrate this relationship 

[53]. Including a term for the ellipsoidal depolarization factor in the direction of the electric field, g, 

yields the following summation: 

                          Φsolid

εi − εeff

εeff + g(εi − εeff)
+ (1 − Φsolid)

εm − εeff

εeff + g(εm − εeff)
= 0             (6) 

 

The pore fraction as well as the shape factor can then be directly related to the effective 

conductivity of the system, which is described as: 
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                          εeff = εm

gεi + (1 − g)εm + Φsolid(1 − g)(εi − εm)

gεi + (1 − g)εB − Φsolidg(εi − εm)
                             (7) 

 

As before, the Maxwell-Garnett approximation is still applicable to the system due to our 

assumption of an effective medium with void inclusions within a metal matrix. This therefore 

modifies Equation 2 to become the following: 

                                                    σeff,EMT = σmetal [
Φsolid(1 − g)

1 − Φsolidg
]                                       (8)  

 

This modified expression is now representative of any shape effect contributions arising from the 

void structure present within the printed nanoparticle trace. Any value for solid will be valid in this 

expression, which indicates that there is no percolation threshold to this particular model. The 

same treatment can also be applied using the Bruggeman approximation. The Bruggeman 

approximation models an aggregate equivalent mean field rather than the separated grain 

structure that is characteristic of Maxwell’s EMT. This model is more widely applicable to a variety 

of materials systems due to its simplicity, and in this case, the ellipsoidal depolarization factors 

are not necessarily the same in all directions as they are within the Maxwell-Garnett 

approximation. The resulting effective conductivity is expressed as: 

                σeff,EMT = σmetal [
Φsolid(1 − gB) − (1 − Φsolid)gA

(1 − Φsolid)(1 − gA) + Φsolid(1 − gB)
]                        (9)  

   where gA and gB are the depolarization factors of a random unit in the direction of either the 

major or minor axes within the ellipsoid. As gA approaches zero, the spheroid structure becomes 

problate and the percolation threshold also approaches zero for any value of gB. Conversely, 

oblate spheroids are represented as gB approaches 1, which also results in a percolation threshold 
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of 1 for any value of gA. Combined, these modified equations serve to illustrate the effect that pore 

size and shape may have on the resulting conductivity and the limits therein for any highly porous 

system. Further investigation into this area may elucidate the distinct advantages afforded by 

manipulating the microstructure through careful post-processing to enable a void structure that 

would minimize the effects of percolative electrical transport. 

 

We can also investigate the pertinence of percolation theory to the multi-scale predictive transport 

model developed in this work. Using the Bruggeman approximation, the percolation threshold for 

a network of voids suspended within a solid material is a volume fraction of 33% (67% void) [53]. 

While the nanoparticle inks are 40% dense (60% void) and can be considered to be at the edge 

of this regime, the AJP reactive inks possess a density of 93% (7% void) and are well out of this 

regime entirely. Percolative transport effects should therefore not significantly affect systems with 

solid densities approaching unity. Figure 3.4 illustrates this point by overlaying several curves in 

which different values of material density, solid, have been ascribed to Equation 5. Here, we show 

only the characteristic length region from 100 nm and above – this is to signify that we are well 

above the subcontinuum effects that may arise by having grain sizes on the order of the electron 

mean free path in silver. As solid approaches 100%, increasing the grain size results in a 

progression toward higher conductivities which are ultimately limited by Maxwell’s EMT. However, 

at low values of solid, enlarging the grains size does little to alleviate the low predicted 

conductivities. This indicates that these types of microstructures would be representative of an 

entirely different regime, in which percolative effects may begin to dominate the physical 

contributions to electronic transport. While this theory is not applicable to the highly dense 

structures seen in printed reactive inks, percolative effects could certainly become yet another 

limiting factor for nanoparticle inks due to their low densities and small grain sizes and could be 

of interest for future study into the size limits of porous metal systems. 
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Figure 3.4. Limits of the predictive model when plotted with varying values of trace density (solid). 

For high values of solid, there is a steady progression toward higher conductivity values as the 

grain size is increased. At values of approximately solid = 33% and below, this effect is minimized 

which is indicative of other physical phenomena, such as percolative transport effects, becoming 

dominant in this regime. 

 

In the quest for highly conductive printable metal systems however, any percolation model will 

fundamentally be the wrong regime in which to realize high performance device components. 

Regardless of any contributions arising from pore shape and size, the total porosity present within 

the metal is the primary factor which determines the maximum achievable conductivity. Because 

this term acts as a scaling factor, the most effective way to achieve a greater conductivity ceiling 

will be reached by minimizing the porosity within the printed trace. Additionally, the small grain 

size of nanoparticle inks severely limits the conductivity of the system due to high rates of grain 

boundary scattering. When the grain size is on the same order as the electron effective mean free 

path in the metal, this introduces many scattering sites along the length of the trace and precludes 

these materials from being used in high performance signal transmission at the DC limit as well 
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as at radio frequencies. Assessing the limits of printer resolution will also be difficult in this regime. 

Ultimately, feature miniaturization cannot be explored without first addressing the fundamental 

materials challenges which include the total level of porosity as well as the average grain size. 

Our work here has demonstrated that reactive inks profoundly avoid these issues that are so 

prevalent within nanoparticle inks and therefore present the most viable path toward achieving 

bulk-like electrical transport within printed metals. From this starting point, rather than a 

percolative approach to nanoparticle inks, it will become possible to truly realize the device 

architectures necessary to be competitive with, and ultimately, to outperform conventionally-

manufactured materials. 

 

To summarize, our predictive model developed here describes the path to approach the practical 

conductivity limit of ~75% through thoughtful engineering of the materials system. To advance 

beyond this limit requires adjustments in pure metallurgy and single crystal growth, both of which 

are significantly more niche aspects of material fabrication than conventional device processing 

or electronics manufacturing. One method would be to increase the density of the printed metal. 

As trace density approaches unity, the EMT limit approaches that of a bulk metal. The conductivity 

can also be improved by increasing the grain size of the printed metal. Larger grains result in 

fewer grain boundaries to act as scattering sites, which is expressed in the trend toward the EMT 

limit at length scales well above the electron mean free path. Since the grain size of nanoparticle 

traces is ultimately limited by the particle size in the original ink suspension, reactive inks present 

a unique opportunity to reach an area of processing space that has previously been inaccessible. 

Notably, this is made possible through the use of commercially available tools and inks as 

opposed to specialized equipment or modifications that would be difficult to reproduce in a 

semiconductor foundry setting. 
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RF Measurements 

At radio frequencies, the volume of available conductor is dictated by the skin depth effect [54], 

in which electrons migrate toward the surface and do not travel uniformly within the bulk volume 

of the trace as in the DC limit. The skin depth is the distance from the conductor edge where the 

signal diminishes to 1/e of the surface conductivity, which is highly dependent on frequency. 

Therefore, a smooth, dense metal that is free from significant porosity is required at high 

frequencies to efficiently conduct current. We measure the material properties of the reactive 

metal traces from 0.1 GHz to 20 GHz by printing RF microstrip transmission lines and using a 

network analyzer to extract the S-parameter matrix. This quantifies the relative amount of energy 

that is transmitted through the signal line and the associated losses from reflections at the 

interfaces between the line and the connectors. A connectorized microstrip test setup is 

compatible with a variety of standardized RF testing equipment and coaxial calibration kits, which 

allows us to rapidly assess initial performance of the printed device properties. The microstrip 

device design shown in Figure 3.1l has a 310-µm wide transmission line printed on 140-µm thick 

polyimide (r = 3.5) with copper tape affixed to the back side as the ground metal. The devices 

are connectorized with two 2.4 mm jack end launch connectors (Southwest Microwave model no. 

1492-02A-6) and calibrated cables driven by a programmable network analyzer (PNA). 

 

The signal reflection and transmission of the as-printed reactive ink microstrips are shown in 

Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.2c, respectively. The lobe pattern present in the measured return loss 

(S11) is consistent with a simulation created from known physical properties of the device 

including the transmission line width (140 m), length (2.5 cm), metal thickness (3 µm), and 

substrate dielectric constant (3.5). We confirm our measurement by using the following equation 

to calculate the length of the transmission line from the periodicity of the lobes: 
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                                                                   L =
c

2√εr × Δf
                                                            (6) 

where L is the length of the line, c is the speed of light in vacuum, r is the dielectric constant of 

the polyimide substrate (r = 3.5) and f is the spacing between the periodic lobes (f = 3.6 GHz). 

The calculated length is 2.3 cm, which matches the measured length to within ~8%. The 

agreement between measured and simulated data and corroboration across measurements 

demonstrates that the reactive ink trace has electrical transport properties similar to a 

conventional metal up to radio frequencies. Furthermore, the return loss for the reactive traces is 

low (< 15 dB) across the entire range of frequencies tested, which is characteristic of a dense 

conductive metal that has a smooth interface with the substrate. The magnitude of the return loss 

includes contributions from reflection at the connector interface that cannot be independently 

isolated using this measurement setup and necessitates more specialized RF techniques. The 

S21 measurements are consistent with low frequency simulations and confirms the material 

conductivity values obtained from DC 4-point testing. The shape of the curve is also consistent 

with that of a transmission line, which has a steeper slope proportional to 1/f at low frequencies, 

but transitions to a flatter slope with 1/f scaling at higher frequencies (>2 GHz) due to the skin 

depth effect. 

 

The performance of dense reactive metals is superior to that of porous nanoparticle traces in the 

RF regime as well as the DC limit. Printed nanoparticle lines performed so poorly in RF tests that 

the output data is functionally equivalent to an open circuit with signals that are impossible to fit 

to any physical model and are not reproducible, even among repeated tests of the same device 

(due to poor contact at the probed interface). This was determined from auxiliary experiments to 

originate from a combination of poor contact at the connector interface as well as the intrinsic 
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discontinuities and reflections within the low density metal, and the deconvolution of these two 

effects is otherwise impossible. 

 

Dense, highly conductive metals directly translate to enhanced performance in RF devices. This 

RF demonstration shows that reactive metal traces can be printed to be virtually indistinguishable 

from conventionally microfabricated metals from the DC limit to 20 GHz. Printable reactive metal 

inks could feasibly replace conventional metals for a variety of RF devices including waveguides 

and antennas, and can enable three-dimensional RF structures that cannot be conventionally 

manufactured. This approach is well-suited for a variety of high performance device applications 

within the aerospace industry and related RF components. 

 

Conclusions 

We used aerosol jet printing to fabricate conductive metal traces from nanoparticle and reactive 

inks to contrast their microstructures and conductivities and to provide an initial demonstration of 

RF performance. The DC conductivity values are supported by a simple kinetic theory electr ical 

transport model that accurately predicts the observed conductivity to within 3% error for the 

reactive metal traces. We identify a path through densification and grain refinement to approach 

the practical conductivity limits (~75%) using printed reactive metal inks. As we approach the ideal 

morphology of printed metal traces, further process optimization can lead to larger grain sizes 

and fewer voids to achieve higher electrical conductivity. Density can be increased by reducing 

the solvent evaporation rate through temperature control during solidification of the wet film and 

through refinement in ink chemistry. Alternative printing methods which reduce the number of 

nucleation sites will also lead to larger grain size and this higher conductivity. This work represents 

a critical path toward high performance additively manufactured electronics and RF components. 
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Supplemental Figures and Tables 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 3.1. Printer output and printed metal features. Stylus profilometry is used 

to assess properties such as the shape and cross-sectional area of our devices. As we build up 

the metal thickness with additional layers, we observe the evolution of the printing profile to be 

strongly correlated to the temperature of the substrate surface: 100C and above causes large 
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shoulders, likely due to rapid solidification of material at the edges of the trace as a result of the 

coffee-ring effect. At more moderate temperatures (80-90C), all traces resemble wide plateaus 

with sharp vertical edges regardless of thickness, indicating that the temperature is low enough 

to allow liquid to flow before solidification. The traces do not exhibit noticeable overspray, which 

is due to the coalescence of the all-liquid droplets into a single smooth wet film. Given a smooth, 

well-defined trace, a good metric of print consistency is the cross-sectional area, which is also 

necessary to calculate conductivity. We determine the cross-sectional area by performing a line 

scan across the printed trace and integrating the region underneath the curve. In our reactive ink 

prints, the cross-sectional area increased linearly with number of layers, indicating that we were 

able to achieve a uniform ink output where material stacks consistently onto previously-printed 

traces. There was a slight increase in trace width between the devices with 1, 2, and 3 layers 

respectively, but all reactive traces with three or more layers demonstrated a consistent width of 

120 ±5 μm. Nanoparticle traces demonstrated consistent layering as well, in which the cross-

sectional area of the 1x2 devices is twice that of the 1x1 devices. With our method of printing 

reactive ink, we not only demonstrate printed metals with superior properties, but also that we can 

scale these prints in a reliable and consistent manner. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2. TEM and EDS analysis of the AJP reactive ink trace. TEM 

characterization was performed at the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory (BNL). TEM cross sections of silver lines, printed on glass and silicon 

substrates, were prepared via Focused Ion Beam (FIB) using a Helios Nanolab 600 dual-beam 

system and a standard lift-out method. Samples were stored under vacuum to avoid atmospheric 

sulfurization (tarnish). High-resolution TEM measurements were performed on cross sections 

using an FEI Talos F200X operated at 200 keV. TEM Selected Area Diffraction (SAD) was used 

to confirm the single crystal nature of the nano-sized silver gains, and TEM equipped Energy 

Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) mapping was performed to confirm composition and screen for 

impurities and atmospheric sulfide contamination. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.3. TEM image processing technique. The grain boundaries were 

defined by outlining the visible grains. These areas were then filled in and separated to ensure 

discrete particles for image analysis. Image processing was performed using ImageJ. Since the 

particles are not spherical, the effective diameter was calculated using the hydraulic diameter 

approximation, D =
4A

P
, where A is the area of the grain and P is the perimeter. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 3.4. XRD results for the AJP nanoparticle and reactive ink traces. XRD 

characterization was performed with a Bede D1 powder diffractometer at UCLA. The nanoparticle 

and reactive metal traces each display peaks which indicate they are composed of polycrystalline 

silver. The hump present near 69 is due to the underlying silicon substrate. No other peaks are 

present, which indicates that high purity silver has been printed. 
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Supplementary Table 3.1. Device design parameters. 

Device W [m] L [mm] t [m] H [m] r 

DC 4 Point Probe 120  5 4 0.3 – 3 n/a n/a 

RF Microstrip 310 25 3 140 3.5 

 

 

Supplementary Table 3.2. Components contributing to decreased conductivity in printed inks. 

 Chemistry Morphology 

Porosity Microstructure 

Nanoparticle Inks 

- Impurities (residual 

solvent, surfactants) 

- Atomic defects 

Requires sintering to 

join nanoparticles 

together to produce a 

continuous trace. 

- Polycrystalline 

- Many small grains 

Reactive Inks 
Avoided by tailoring 

chemistry of ink. 

Solution precursor 

directly converts to 

dense film. 

- Polycrystalline 

- Slightly larger grains 
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CHAPTER 4 

Ultralow RF Signal Loss In Aerosol Jet Printed Silver Microstrip Lines 

up to 18 GHz 

 

Abstract 

Printed radio frequency (RF) electronic components are often prohibitively lossy due to the 

materials challenges involved in additively manufacturing metals and dielectrics. We use aerosol 

jet printing of reactive silver inks to fabricate microstrip transmission lines onto commercial RF 

boards and subsequently extract the insertion loss of the printed silver through bisect de-

embedding of the transmission lines. We directly compare the performance of our printed silver 

microstrips to conventional copper-clad microstrips to benchmark the efficacy of additive 

manufacturing against traditional processing methods. With an insertion loss nearing that of 

conventional copper, reactive silver ink printed traces offer dense continuous metals that can 

reliably act as conductors for RF applications. In addition to the morphological effects on loss from 

the printed metal itself, we also observe that the effect of substrate surface texture contributes to 

unexpected loss that may be mitigated by smoothing the surface or aligning the print direction to 

minimize these effects. Metallizing passive RF components using reactive inks offers a practical 

approach which will allow RF designers to take advantage of three-dimensional space. This is 

possible without sacrificing the necessary high conductivity and low loss needed to produce high 

performance devices for use within aerospace and communications. 
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Introduction 

Additive manufacturing has rapidly expanded three-dimensional design space to enable radio 

frequency (RF) device designs that cannot be produced using conventional manufacturing. This 

additional dimension has been used to additively manufacture a diverse array of RF structures 

from simple transmission lines [1]–[3], waveguides [4], [5], and patch antennas [6]–[8] to more 

complex three-dimensional RF filters [9]–[11] and antennas exhibiting unique characteristics [12]–

[16] that cannot be achieved in planar configurations alone. However, the metals that are used 

for conductive traces are typically printed using nanoparticle inks that are sintered to form porous 

monoliths that exhibit poor transport properties due to microstructural defects and tortuosity, grain 

boundaries, impurities, and topological surface roughness [17]–[20]. For DC and low frequency 

operation, these defects manifest as a reduction in the effective conductivity and increase the 

Ohmic losses of current carrying traces. As the operating frequencies increase into the RF bands, 

the parasitic impedances induced by reflection at interfaces, increased scattering from rough 

surfaces, and the morphological tortuosity that interrupts wave propagation combine to inhibit 

electronic conduction in nanoparticle-based traces that can be orders of magnitude below plated 

metals and other conventionally fabricated RF circuits [21]. This deficiency in material properties 

has relegated many additive manufacturing efforts to rapid prototyping applications, particularly 

when operating in the RF regime, where the benefits of three-dimensional architectures are 

negated by the significant degradation in material properties compared to their conventional 

counterparts. Recent work has developed reactive metal inks specifically to mitigate many of 

these fundamental materials challenges [22]–[29] by producing solid, interface-free metals with 

densities approaching unity and DC conductivities that can exceed 70% of the bulk metal value. 

We have previously shown near-bulk DC conductivity using reactive metal inks and have 

furthermore shown that these traces are capable of carrying RF signals [30]. Here we use aerosol 

jet printing to print RF signal traces and measure the transmission and insertion losses of reactive 
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metal microstrips on conventional RF substrates. The resulting dense metals reduce the number 

of scattering sites and other impediments that would otherwise produce prohibitively large 

insertion losses, and provide a viable means towards achieving fully 3D printed microwave 

passive circuit elements. 

 

Device Fabrication and Testing 

We use a reactive silver ink to print RF microstrip transmission lines on a conventional circuit 

board substrate – FR4 laminate (thickness t = 0.5mm, dielectric constant r = 4.3) – as shown in 

Figure 4.1. Two copies of each microstrip are produced to directly compare the RF properties of 

metals fabricated via conventional processing against the more novel 3D printed approach. In 

each set, one device under test (DUT) is entirely fabricated using conventional chemical etching 

of copper cladding as a representative baseline. The second DUT in each set has only the 

launches, connector feeds, and ground planes fabricated from patterned copper cladding such 

that the signal traces connecting the two launches can be aerosol jet-printed with reactive silver. 

This design ensures that the reference plane for our measurement is at the edge of the printed 

silver trace, thereby ensuring that only the printed area will be under test in a side-by-side 

comparison to copper cladding. 

 

The silver DUTs are printed using our previously-published protocol [30]. In brief, a reactive silver 

ink (Electroninks EI-1403) is aerosolized using an Optomec AJ300 aerosol jet printer fitted with a 

100 m nozzle. The substrate is held at 80C which causes the printed ink to undergo a low-

temperature heat treatment, thereby solidifying the liquid ink into a dense continuous metal film 

[31]. The signal traces are printed in 10 passes, which results in a metal thickness of 

approximately 3 m, to ensure that our measurements do not reflect any irregular behavior arising 
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from the skin depth effect, which for the lowest frequency of 2 GHz is estimated to be only 1.4 

m. 

 

We measure the devices at radio frequencies by testing all microstrips using a portable network 

analyzer (PNA) from 20 MHz to 20 GHz with a two-port configuration. We focus on the frequency 

range 2-18 GHz, which encompasses the S (2-4 GHz), C (4-8 GHz), X (8-12 GHz), and Ku (12-

18 GHz) bands, as these bands are highly utilized across a variety of applications including 

telecommunications, radar, satellite communications, and WiFi. The PNA cables are calibrated 

using a standard Short-Open-Load-Through (SOLT) calibration toolkit, in which we isolate the 

insertion loss of the transmission line segment by removing contributions from the launch, 

connectors, and cables. We extract the insertion loss of the metal conductor using the two-line 

THRU and LINE standard method with microstrips of different lengths (6 inch, 8 inch, and 10 

inch). While this method requires only one pair of microstrips, we print three different lengths to 

ensure that we have multiple DUTs available for the extraction. After collecting the S-parameter 

data, we use CST Microwave Studio to model the expected behavior from known device design 

parameters and to extract the insertion loss and complex permittivity from the measured data. 

The complex permittivity encompasses the real component of the substrate dielectric constant as 

well as the loss tangent, and we compare these extracted values against the known data sheet 

values to validate the fit of our insertion loss simulation. 
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Figure 4.1. Board design, dimensions, and model approach used in this study. (a) Schematic and 

(b) photograph of microstrip elements on FR4 substrate, showing the three pairs of copper 

cladding and printed silver microstrips. (c) Microscope images of the printed traces. (d) The data 

reduction scheme uses a computational model to extract the unknown properties of the board, 

including the insertion loss and complex permittivity components. 

 

The board material also has an effect on the overall loss present in the RF structure. FR4 is a 

relatively lossy substrate (tan = 0.025), so we also print similar DUTs onto a lower-loss circuit 

board material, Taconic TLX-9 (thickness t = 0.25 mm, dielectric constant r = 2.5, tan = 0.0019 

[32]), to demonstrate the utility of this technique for high performance circuit components. This 

material is a woven PTFE composite that also presents unique challenges regarding the 

nonuniform surface finish, as discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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Results and Discussion 

A. FR4 board 

The measured S-parameter reflection (S11) and transmission (S12) characteristics are presented 

in Figure 4.2. Comparing the printed silver traces to the conventional etched copper, we observe 

that the silver is approximately 2 dB more lossy than the copper at 10 GHz, the center of the 

measured frequency band. In both the printed silver and copper clad traces, we observe that loss 

scales proportionately to the length of the line according to the inverse square root frequency 

scaling commonly observed among metals. We then use the two-line method to extrapolate the 

insertion loss from two microstrip transmission lines of known length. We use THRU bisect de-

embedding [33], [34] to remove any signal beyond the reference plane and ensure that we are 

isolating the contribution from the printed silver from edge effects at the launches and connectors. 

The bisect de-embedding method makes use of transmission line mathematics to divide a two-

port THRU line into mirrored halves. The mirrored portions can then be eliminated from each port, 

thereby returning only the transmission properties of the embedded DUT. By measuring at least 

two lengths of the same material, we can de-embed the transmission line properties. We use CST 

Microwave Studio to extract the complex permittivity from the measured and simulated S-

parameters by comparing the data against known properties such as the substrate dielectric 

constant and loss tangent. The use of CST Microwave Studio is necessary to model our printed 

silver DUTs, as the dissimilar ground and top plane metals require 3D electromagnetic simulation. 

Lower complexity RF tools and analytical models would not be able to properly capture the 

physical effects of our DUT. The model takes in the measured S-parameter data and the fixed 

geometric device parameters listed in Table 4.1 and uses a 3D finite element approach to 

simulate the behavior of the fundamental line structure, i.e. the two-inch difference in length 

between the THRU and LINE microstrips. The extracted dielectric constant and loss tangent of 

the substrate are compared to the known data sheet values to assess the quality of the fit. 
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Figure 4.2. Measured RF S-parameter data of the FR4 board DUTs. S11 is the reflection and 

S12 is the transmission behavior of the microstrips. For each set of microstrip lengths, the printed 

silver trace exhibits about 2 dB greater loss than the etched copper trace at 10 GHz for the raw 

measured signal, which includes fixturing effects. 

 

Table 4.1. Board Properties and Device Dimensions 

Quantity FR-4 TLX-9 

Dielectric constant, r 4.3 2.5 

Loss tangent,  0.025 0.0019 

Board thickness, h [mm] 0.5 0.25 
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Microstrip width, w [mm] 1.0 0.76 

Cu microstrip thickness, t [m] 35.6 35.6 

Ag microstrip thickness, t [m] 3.0 3.0, 6.0 

Ground thickness, g [m] 35.6 35.6 

Microstrip lengths, L [mm] 152, 203, 254 152, 203, 254 

Cu microstrip roughness [m] 1.54 1.54 

Ground roughness [m] 1.54 1.54 

 

Additionally, we perform a parameter sweep of the unknown variables (microstrip conductivity 

and surface roughness) in our simulation and plot the results against the measured 6 inch 

microstrip data. This is done to ensure that the resulting model fit is representative of realistic 

device properties. Figure 4.3 shows the 6 inch silver microstrip data overlaid on top of colored 

bands created by performing the simulation with different microstrip conductivities and surface 

roughness values. From this parameter sweep, we observe that the measured data cleanly lines 

up within the band corresponding to 15  2.5 m (0.6  0.1 mil) root mean square surface 

roughness. The measured data is not confined to one particular conductivity percentage in this 

band, indicating that at radio frequencies the printed metal system is heavily dominated by losses 

due to surface effects moreso than the inherent conductivity of the metal. While it may be possible 

to deconvolute these two parameters [35], the practical applications of this finding suggest that 

we can reasonably assume our printed silver to show effectively no deviation from a conventional 

bulk metal strictly in terms of conductivity up to 18 GHz. By assuming a surface roughness of 15 
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m along with a conductivity of 100% bulk silver into the model, we see a nearly-overlapping fit 

for both pairs of microstrips (i.e. 6 and 8 inch, and 8 and 10 inch). 

 

 

Figure 4.3. CST Studio parameter sweep plotted against measured 6 inch silver microstrip S12 

data. The surface roughness and conductivity were varied in the model in order to produce the 

colored curves. Each band corresponds to a discrete surface roughness value and is bounded by 

the relative conductivity percentages. The bottom bound of each band is 20% bulk silver 

conductivity, while the top bound is 100%. 

 

The simulation output is shown in Figure 4.4, where we plot the insertion loss of the fundamental 

2-inch de-embedded structure as a function of frequency as well as the extracted dielectric 

constant, r, and loss tangent, tan. Across the entire frequency range tested, the dielectric 

constant extracted from the simulation is at most 3% different than the known data sheet value of 

4.3, indicating that we have reached good agreement between the model and our physical DUT. 

Similarly, the extracted dielectric loss tan is reasonably close to the known value of 0.025. 

Furthermore, we observe that the model fit for a 2-inch microstrip is clearly aligned to the extracted 
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2 inch difference between the THRU and LINE data that was measured. This figure therefore 

displays the insertion loss in decibels per unit length of our printed reactive silver at any frequency 

between 2-18 GHz. At 10 GHz, the insertion loss is 0.038  0.007 dB/mm (0.96  0.2 dB/inch). 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Property extraction. Using the model, the FR4 substrate dielectric constant and loss 

tangent are simulated across the frequency band and fitted against the known properties from the 

dielectric substrate data sheet. The resulting fit takes into account these properties and returns 

the material insertion loss across frequencies. 
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After performing the same extraction with the copper clad microstrips, the model fit returns an 

identical curve to that of the silver. The de-embedding process removes any loss contributions 

outside of the center portion of the trace, which means that the inherent insertion loss of the 

printed silver is commensurate with conventional copper cladding. Plotting the unwrapped phase 

of each microstrip pair validates that the lengths are identical, so the excess loss observed in the 

raw data must exclusively be a result of the test fixture. This can come from several factors. First, 

the geometric effects of using different top and ground plane metals can increase the loss 

observed in the DUT by a small amount. Second, the inhomogeneity of the launch interface (i.e. 

the abrupt transition from copper cladding to printed silver) results in a scattering site that 

manifests as an offset loss which is consistent for each DUT length pair. This could be mitigated 

by improving the transition design to reduce the loss added as a result of the test fixture. 

 

B. Taconic TLX-9 board 

In addition to printing on a standard RF circuit board, we also print similar DUTs onto a much 

lower loss RF substrate. While FR4 is a smooth laminate with a uniform and flat top surface, TLX-

9 is composed of woven fibers that manifest in distinct peaks and valleys across the circuit board. 

Because of this weave pattern, we observe greatly exaggerated loss originating from the 

substrate texturing in addition to the inherent conductor loss originating from the morphology of 

the printed metal. A typical metal should exhibit behavior in which the microstrip loss scales 

proportionately with line length. However, for the printed silver microstrips on the TLX-9 board, 

we did not observe this phenomenon. In fact, as shown in Figure 4.5, the 10 inch microstrip had 

the lowest loss of the three. Notably, the etched copper cladding microstrips on this board did not 
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display this behavior, which indicates that this phenomenon is representative of morphological 

effects present only in the silver traces that arise from the challenging surface texture of the board. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Effects of metal thickness on RF signal attenuation for TLX9 board. With only 10 

passes (3 m), there is inverted loss in which the loss increases as the microstrips get shorter. 

However, printing an additional 10 passes begins to negate some of the surface effects 

contributing to irregular behavior. At 20 passes (6 m), the loss is approximately equal for all three 

microstrips and the overall loss is lower than the 10-pass data. 

 

The woven texture of the TLX9 board is observed to have a distinct impact on the morphology of 

the printed line, including the introduction of line edge roughness and undulation in thickness, 

which collectively vary with the spatial frequency of the weave. Due to this texture, the 6 inch and 

8 inch lines each exhibit notable periodic features across the length of the trace. These features 
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line up with the texture of the board (see Figure 4.6) and suggest that the weave pattern of the 

board is causing the ink to well up in certain regions and shear in others during printing. After 

solidification, the resulting metal contains edge defects as well as areas of varying thickness. This 

periodic change in metal thickness combined with the nonuniformity of the printed trace should 

understandably increase the number of scattering sites along the trace and could contribute to 

the inverted loss behavior that was observed. Notably, these features were not seen on the FR4 

board, which is a more homogeneous substrate. While the printed traces are still capable of 

carrying RF signal, it is clear that surface texturing poses a significant challenge to achieving 

interface-free printed metals that perform at a level commensurate to those printed on flatter 

substrates. The 10 inch line shows the most uniform morphology and exhibits the lowest loss 

overall, while the 6 and 8 inch microstrips each contain defects (notches and ripples, respectively) 

that inhibit the signal carrying capacity of the trace and manifest in high attenuation due to 

conductor losses. 

 

Figure 4.6. Microscope images of surface irregularities of the initial TLX-9 silver prints. Features 

such as “notches” (left) in the 6 inch trace and “ripples” (center) in the 8 inch trace line up with the 

weave pattern of the board, indicating that the surface may need to be modified in order to see 

smoother prints. The rightmost image shows the more uniform 10 inch printed trace with clean, 

sharp edges and a smooth top surface. 
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Due to this unexpected loss behavior, we also evaluate the role of metal thickness, as determined 

by the total number of printing passes, on the RF transmission properties. We use the same 

Taconic TLX-9 board as before and add an additional 10 passes (~3 m, for a total thickness of 

~6 m) of printed silver onto the existing traces and remeasure the S-parameters. By printing 

thicker metal, we attempt to increase the uniformity of the trace by planarizing the periodic effects 

present in the first set of microstrips. After adding the additional silver layers, all DUTs exhibited 

approximately the same amount of loss (see Figure 4.5) despite being three different lengths and 

consisting of different morphologies. While this is still atypical behavior for metal microstrips, the 

change in relative performance indicates that it may be possible to overcome the role of the 

substrate surface by introducing additional thickness into the printed line. In this case, the 

additional metal thickness was not enough to fully overcome the periodic perturbations originating 

from the textured board, but it does appear that by printing thicker we are able to mitigate some 

of these effects. For nonuniform substrates, it will therefore be necessary to build up enough 

thickness to properly conformally-coat the surface and avoid any unintended scattering centers 

along the length of the metallized part. RF performance in additively manufactured devices does 

depend on material quality for transport, but there is also a significant contribution from the surface 

properties. As new processes emerge for manufacturing printed substrates, consideration must 

be given to their surface finish and texturing for successful integration with printed metals. This 

will become an area of great importance as the field of printed RF electronics moves toward newer 

and more interesting substrate materials. 

 

Conclusions 

This work represents a critical path forward in moving additive manufacturing out of the rapid 

prototyping niche and into scaled manufacturing of high-performance RF devices. By illuminating 
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the fundamental material requirements and identifying that surface roughness presents a key 

barrier to high conductivity printed metals, we show that RF elements can be printed with 

comparable performance to conventionally manufactured boards. As RF designers begin to move 

into the three-dimensional design space, this approach can now be used to realize new additively 

manufactured RF architectures that retain conventional material properties but enable unique 

device performance that is unattainable by planar processes. A similar approach is now required 

for printable low-loss dielectric materials which, when combined with reactive metal inks, can be 

used in high-performance, fully-additively manufactured RF electronics. 
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CHAPTER 5 

3D-Printable Low-Loss Dielectrics for High Performance Band-Stop 

Filter 

 

Abstract 

Additive manufacturing can enable the production of high performance radio frequency (RF) 

device components, but most printable materials are plagued by large losses that render them 

impractical for any robust performance applications beyond rapid prototyping. Here, we 

demonstrate a set of fully 3D-printed band-stop filters fabricated by printing reactive silver ink onto 

three different additively manufactured resin substrates with varying dielectric properties. By 

moving from a dielectric with tan = 0.06 to tan = 0.0073, we can decrease the total loss present 

in the structure by up to 2 dB. As enabled by three-dimensional additive manufacturing, we also 

show that, regardless of the dielectric material, moving from 2D planar patterns to fully-3D 

topographies allows us to simultaneously widen the filter stopband by 2 GHz and theoretically 

increase signal rejection by up to 30 dB. This demonstration of a fully additively-manufactured, 

three-dimensional band-stop filter that closely matches simulations enables a new class of device 

construction that was previously inaccessible using only 2- and 2.5-D manufacturing techniques.  
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Introduction 

Additive manufacturing has experienced explosive development recently due to its ability to 

revolutionize how electronics are processed. The three-dimensional construction of radio 

frequency (RF) device components affords designers the unique ability to embed function into 

structure by utilizing all three dimensions simultaneously. This additional degree of freedom 

enables the production of devices whose performance can exceed that of conventionally-

processed or hybrid components which are limited to two or two-and-a-half dimensions [1], [2]. 

Recent innovations in printable metals [3]–[12], have led to bulk-like electrical conduction 

properties from the DC limit up to 20 GHz [13], [14]. Relatedly, researchers have also made 

progress in identifying the chemistries which lead to printable dielectrics with low loss tangents 

and tailored dielectric constants [15], [16]. Together, printable metals and dielectrics with 

enhanced properties present a viable means of fabricating microwave passives with the 

performance of traditional materials while still retaining the unique benefits afforded to bottom-up 

3D design. 

 

In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility of this full-3D approach by using a reactive metal ink 

to print metal traces onto additively-manufactured polymeric substrates. We print a simple 

transmission line as well as two band-stop filter designs – one in 2D and one in 3D – to illustrate 

the significant performance benefits than can be afforded to the realization of three-dimensional 

device components. By comparing against simulations, we validate that our proposed design 

attributes are transferrable to real-life parts. This unlocks a vast array of novel and exciting device 

designs that can now be manufactured using this approach. 
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Device Fabrication and Testing 

We evaluate three different dielectric materials (see Table 5.1) that are all additively 

manufactured. The dielectric properties of each material were measured via cavity free space 

measurement. Material A was printed using stereolithography (SLA), while Materials B and C 

were printed via digital light processing (DLP). While both processes make use of layer-by-layer 

curing, SLA requires rasterization, which is a slow serial process. DLP on the other hand can 

manufacture 3D shapes more quickly due to its complete layer light projection [17]. 

 

Table 5.1. Dielectric Resin Properties 

Material ID Resin r tan 

A Formlabs Clear [18] 2.65 0.06 

B Figure 4 HI TEMP 300-AMB  [19] 2.83 0.0073 

C Fortify LL 2.6 0.0073 – 0.0096 

 

Three device designs are considered for this study. The first is a standard planar 50  microstrip 

transmission line. Second, we print a planar sinusoidal band-stop filter in which the width of the 

transmission line is varied along the direction of propagation. By periodically varying the width, 

the characteristic impedance of the trace is also varied which results in regions of high signal 

attenuation in the frequency response [20]. Third, we print a 3D “roller coaster” band-stop filter 

[21] with two orthogonal sinusoidal features in which the dielectric substrate height is varied in 

conjunction with the transmission line width variance. The edges of the 2D and 3D traces are 

tapered in order to match the input impedance to a standard 50  connector. The top layer 
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metallization is printed using reactive metal ink according to our previously published protocol 

[13]. 

 

Each device is measured from 10 MHz to 20 GHz using a two-port portable network analyzer 

(PNA). The PNA cables are calibrated using a standard short-open-load-through (SOLT) 

calibration kit, which ensures that we are only measuring the signal across the printed trace. We 

also simulate the expected S11 reflection and S21 transmission curves using a 3D finite element 

model solver to observe how well the frequency response of the experimental data aligns with the 

simulations. 

 

Figure 5.1. Photographs of the printed devices and schematic showing the device dimensions. 
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Table 5.2. Board Properties and Device Dimensions 

Quantity Value 

Microstrip length, L [mm] 70 

Period, p [mm] 10 

Modulation parameter, m 1.87 

Printed silver thickness, t [m] 3.0 

Microstrip width, W [mm] 

                               Wmin = 0.1 

3.0 

                               Wmax = 3.0 

Substrate height, h [mm] 

                               hmin = 0.55 

1.1 

                              hmax = 2.7 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

A. Moving to Lower Loss Substrates 

The simulated and measured S-parameters of the printed planar transmission lines are presented 

in Figure 5.2. From the S11 and S21 simulations plotted in Figure 5.2a-b, it is clearly evident that 

decreasing the loss tangent of the substrate dielectric material has a substantial effect on the 

overall loss experienced by the device. All other parameters such as metal thickness and 

conductivity, surface roughness, and dielectric thickness were held constant for each simulation 
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set. Since the dielectric loss is dependent upon the amount of symmetry present within the 

molecular structure of the polymeric substrate, it is a material-specific property that has been 

measured via free space resonant cavity before being input into the model. Materials B and C 

possess a tan an order of magnitude smaller than that of Material A, which translates to their 

significantly lower loss demonstrated in the simulated S21 transmission characteristics. 

 

In the measured data, the behavior of the transmission line demonstrates a generally expected 

response across frequencies. The S11 reflection plot shows a greater return loss for the Materials 

B and C, which indicates that less signal is being dissipated across the trace during the 

measurement. In Figure 5.2c, the total loss present within the system is plotted as a function of 

the maximum gain observed. Since it is known that the metallization in each device is identical, 

the only contribution to loss here must be from the dielectric. Therefore, we are able to confirm 

that Material A does demonstrate significantly higher loss (by ~2 dB) than either of the other 

printable dielectrics tested. This has exciting implications for the field of printed electronics; as 

more printable dielectric material choices become available, it will be critical to select ones 

possessing properties compatible with the maximum amounts of loss derated by circuit design 

specifications. 
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Figure 5.2. Simulations and measured S11 reflection (a) and S21 transmission (b) curves of the 

planar 50  transmission line printed on each of the substrate materials. (c) The total loss, 

determined by plotting the maximum gain across the line, shows that Material A is a much lossier 

dielectric than either of the other two dielectrics. 

 

B. Expanding Designs into 3D Space 

In addition to printing simple transmission lines, we also print a band-stop filter structure on 2-

dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) substrates to illustrate the difference in performance 

afforded to the resulting structure when expanded into the third dimension. In the 2D case, the 

sinusoidal modulation in the width of the line can be approximated as a cascade of uniform traces 

with varying stepped widths. The resulting propagation constant plotted against frequency yields 
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the characteristics of a band-stop filter [20]. Two variables are responsible for determining the 

center point frequency as well as the degree of signal rejection: (1) the period of the sinusoid, p, 

and (2) the modulation parameter, m, which is a function of the widest and narrowest points of 

the trace in each period. Increasing the modulation parameter will increase the bandwidth of the 

stopband as well as increase the amount of signal that is attenuated. The center frequency of the 

stopband is directly related to p and m and can be shifted by appropriately changing each variable. 

 

In the 3D case, by modulating the height of the dielectric substrate, we periodically vary the 

characteristic impedance of the transmission line [22]. Varying the substrate height and microstrip 

width simultaneously amplifies the extent of this impedance variation across the transmission line, 

which leads to a wider stopband as well as increased signal rejection. The simulated and 

measured S11 reflection and S21 transmission behavior is shown in Figure 5.3a-d. The effect of 

modulating the transmission line in the 2D structure results in a band stop region centered at 10 

GHz, with a bandwidth of approximately 6 GHz (from 7-13 GHz). Expanding into the third 

dimension however adds a full 2 GHz of bandwidth (from 6-14 GHz) while still retaining the center 

point frequency of 10 GHz. In both the 2D and 3D case, the behavior within the stopband should 

exhibit higher levels of rejection for the lower-loss Materials B and C than for the relatively lossy 

Material A. 
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Figure 5.3. Measured data and simulations for the printed 2D (a,b) and 3D (c,d) filters for each 

of the substrate materials. Modulating the height in 3D as well as the width of the trace in 2D 

affords a 2 GHz increase in bandwidth for the stopband. There is good agreement between 

measurements and simulation. 

 

Overall the experimental results closely align with those predicted by the simulation, as seen in 

Figure 5.3. The stopband encompasses the same bandwidth as expected from the simulations 
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for both the 2D and the 3D structures, and this behavior is validated by the normal frequency 

response demonstrated previously by the microstrip transmission lines. Furthermore, in going 

from the 2D to the 3D structure, we observe the expected 2 GHz increase in bandwidth for the 

stopband. This demonstration therefore introduces a radically different outlook that can be taken 

toward RF design. With additively-manufactured components that can match the frequency 

response expected by theoretical models, an entirely new processing window is revealed. 

Notably, the performance of the fabricated devices appears to be insensitive to the dielectric 

substrate material. Material C shows a marginal 1-2 dB improvement in rejection over Materials 

A and B, but the resulting signal attenuation in the stopband is largely comparable across all three 

materials. This is indicative of dielectric losses dominating the materials system, which could be 

due to fixturing effects such as a non-optimized launch region or poor impedance matching at the 

connector interface. These effects will have to be carefully considered so as to minimize losses 

in future designs. Regardless, the combination of printable dielectrics with printable metals 

reported in this work firmly establishes the enormous potential for an entirely new class of 

functional RF passive components to be built. 

 

Conclusions 

Here we have demonstrated the practical benefits to expanding RF device design into three-

dimensional space. By taking advantage of the 3D capabilities of additive manufacturing, it 

becomes possible to realize device architectures that are not compatible with traditional 

manufacturing and in some cases may even be able to surpass conventional performance due to 

innovative design. We have also shown that as 3D components become more viable for adoption 

within manufacturing, it is critical to move toward lower loss substrate materials to minimize the 

parasitic losses introduced into the system. While there is good agreement between the measured 
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and simulated data, this could further be optimized by careful circuit design to better remove 

fixturing effects and account for any inhomogeneities present within the 3D structure or at the 

connector interfaces. Combined, these approaches have the ability to enable the next generation 

of high performance RF passive elements. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

This dissertation has demonstrated a material-focused, bottom-up approach to high performance 

printed RF electronics with the goal of moving additively manufactured parts out of the hobby 

shop and into the modern semiconductor foundry. In Chapter One, a review of the state-of-the-

art materials and processes was presented, which served to identify the key materials needs 

present within the field. Chapter Two demonstrated that while thermal annealing is able to result 

in microstructural evolution of printed nanoparticle inks, it takes prohibitively long times (~110 

hours) to see significant grain enlargement. Moreover, annealing under pressure – although 

helpful in mitigating delamination from the substrate – may result in temperature reduction which 

further reduces the rate of grain growth. In Chapter Three, an alternate metals system was 

investigated, in which it was found that printed reactive silver inks possess conductivities up to 

80% of bulk silver, which is more than three times the conductivity of conventional nanoparticle 

inks. In conjunction with this result, a multiscale electronic conduction model was developed. This 

model directly links the microstructural features of any metals system to the predicted electrical 

conductivity, which has implications far beyond printed metals alone. Chapter Four extended the 

utility of printed reactive metal inks from the DC limit into the RF regime. Comparison against 

measured plated copper as well as a 3D finite element model demonstrated that up to 20 GHz, 

printed reactive silver is virtually indistinguishable from traditional copper metallization and any 

losses present in the conductor are dominated primarily by surface roughness and any 

inhomogeneity present within the connector interface. Finally, in Chapter Five, high-performance 

reactive ink printed metals were combined with low-loss, printable dielectric substrate materials 

to demonstrate the utility of these materials for fully-3D device architectures. As a whole, this 

dissertation has established a more universal path toward achieving bulk electrical conductivity 
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and low loss in any printed metal system. Notably, this approach is compatible with a variety of 

other device designs and geometries widely used across a multitude of areas, including 

conventional boards, conformal or intricate substrates, novel materials with unique properties, 

and materials which require a great degree of design precision. This presents an unparalleled 

opportunity for high quality printed electronics to become commonplace within the aerospace, 

communications, and related industries. 

 

Despite the multitude of benefits afforded to printed electronics, there are several areas that will 

require additional investigation to further optimize the materials system. One of the more pressing 

challenges to address at this stage is the issue of surface adhesion. Printed components must 

not delaminate from their substrates or will risk device failure. Techniques such as sanding, 

polishing, or plasma etching could be utilized to planarize the substrate surface before 

metallization. Doing so would increase the number of contact points along the interface and would 

therefore provide a higher number of bonded sites. However this approach could prove to be 

difficult for conformal or non-planar substrates due to the processing steps involved in 

planarization. Alternatively, other methods of reducing the surface energy, such as chemical 

treatment or the addition of an adhesion promoter layer could mitigate some adhesion concerns. 

This would have to be carefully curated for each materials system to avoid damaging any delicate 

or chemically-susceptible materials. 

 

The work presented here also serves as an opportunity for long-term engagement with circuit 

designers and ink developers. One of the key barriers to implementation within advanced 

packaging is the connector-feed matching required for high performance test structures. This 

requires a carefully-designed launch transition region that minimizes losses from electronic 
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scattering off of any regions of inhomogeneity. RF designers will be crucial in bridging the gap 

between good materials alone, versus good materials that retain their utility when combined with 

other circuit elements. Furthermore, it will be highly advantageous to the printed electronics 

community to reduce the surface roughness of any printed components. At radio frequencies, the 

surface roughness of a metal conductor is directly linked to its overall electrical conductivity. 

Achieving the highest possible performance will rely on the ability to reliably print materials without 

excess surface roughness that would contribute disproportionate loss to what would be expected 

for any given device geometry. This could be done by working with ink designers to alter the 

evaporation rates, drying methods, or curing times necessitated by the chemistry of the ink 

system. 

 

Furthermore, to achieve even greater enlargement of the grain size in printed metals, it will be 

critical to understand the nucleation and growth mechanisms present in reactive inks. Minimizing 

the number of nucleation sites will result in fewer grains in the solidified structure. By controlling 

the nucleation kinetics, this could provide a way for designers to realize large-grained structures 

that approach the limits of the system immediately after deposition. This could be made possible 

by tailoring the ink chemistry or by using alternate printing methods to produce fewer solid nuclei. 

Another approach could be to alter the printer toolpath to ensure that the liquid droplets are 

merged in such a way as to minimize the formation of voids. 

 

With the ability to integrate highly conductive metals and low loss dielectrics, other areas of future 

work lie in expanding these successes to other materials systems. Resistive inks are currently 

relegated to graphene and polymer composites and are limited in their scope. There has been 

successful implementation of large-area coverage of planar substrates via techniques such as 
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gravure and screen printing, but it would be beneficial to print at a smaller scale with precision 

tooling so as to integrate these materials with other components. For this approach it will be critical 

to understand the materials system through rigorous and systematic studies of the material 

microstructure and related properties. Similarly, successful printing of dielectric inks such as SU-

8 or polyimide-based inks would allow for the ground-up creation of capacitors with tunable 

thicknesses and adjustable properties. 

 

Once these materials have been refined further, it introduces the possibility of combining multiple 

circuit elements in a way that would enable entire circuits to be completely additively 

manufactured. This is an area with huge potential benefits, as the ability to lay down circuit 

elements of arbitrary geometries and properties can drastically reduce lead times and material 

waste yet will enable process flexibility that cannot be matched by traditional manufacturing. 

Successes in this arena will enable an entirely new class of devices that could influence the way 

circuits are designed and built in a meaningful way for decades to come. 




